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FILTER DESIGN TECHNIQUES

7.0 INTRODUCTION

Filters are a particularly important class of linear time-invariant systems. Strictly speak
ing, the term frequency-selective filter suggests a system that passes certain frequency
components and totally rejects all others, but in a broader context any system that
modifies certain frequencies relative to others is also called a filter. While the primary
emphasis in this chapter is on the design of frequency-selective filters, some of the tech
niques are more broadly applicable. Also, we concentrate on the design of causal filters,
although in many contexts filters need not be restricted to causal designs. Very often,
noncausal filters are designed and implemented by modifying causal designs.

The design of filters involves the following stages: (1) the specification of the
desired properties of the system, (2) the approximation of the specifications using a
causal discrete-time system, and (3) the realization of the system. Although these three
steps are certainly not independent, we focus our attention primarily on the second
step, the first being highly dependent on the application and the third dependent on the
technology to be used for the implementation. In a practical setting, the desired filter is
generally implemented with digital computation and used to filter a signal that is derived
from a qmtinuous-time signal by means of periodic sampling followed by analog-to
digital conversion. For this reason, it has become common to refer to discrete-time

filters as digital filters, even though the underlying design techniques most often relate
only to the discrete-time nature of the signals and systems.

When a discrete-time filter is to be used for discrete-time processing of continuous
time signals in the configuration of Figure 7.L the specifications for both the discrete
time filter and the effective continuous-time filter are typically (but not always) given
in the frequency domain. This is especially common for frequency-selective filters such
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Xa(t) Ya(t)

Figure 7.1
Basic system for

discrete-time filtering ofT
Tcontinuous-time signals.
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as lowpass, bandpass, and highpass filters. As shown in Section 4.4, if a linear time-

invariant discrete-time system is used as in Figure 7.1, and if the input is bandlimited 'I';;:

and the sampling frequency is high enough to avoid aliasing, then the overall system -o.i:

behaves as a linear time-invariant continuous-time system with frequency response o,t

---------------------------------------------

Heff(j0.) = { ~(ejnT),

10.1 < JrIT,

10.1> JrIT.
(7.1a)

In such cases, it is straightforward to convert from specifications on the effective
continuous-time filter to specifications on the discrete-time filter through the relation
w = 0.T. That is, H(ejW) is specified over one period by the equation

Iwl < Jr. (7.1b)

This type of conversion is illustrated in Example 7.1. _.~I?fj

Example 7.1 Determining Specifications
for a Discrete-Time Filter

Consider a discrete-time filter that is to be used to lowpass filter a continuous-time sig
nal using the basic configuration of Figure 7.1. Specifically, we 'want the overall system
of that figure to have the following properties when the sampling rate is 104 samples/s
(T = 10-4 s):

..[

v
....;

1. The gain IHeff(jn)1 should be within ±0.01 of unity in the frequency band
0:::: n ::::2rr(2000).

2. The gain should be no greater than 0.001 in the frequency band 2rr (3000) ::::n.

Such a set of lowpass specifications on IHeff(jn)1 can be depicted as in Fig
ure 7.2(a), where the limits of tolerable approximation error are indicated by the
shaded horizontal lines. For this specific example, the parameters would be

81 = 0.01,

82 = 0.001,

np = 2rr(2000),

ns = 2rr (3000).

Therefore, in this case, the ideal passband gain is unity. The passband gain varies
between (1 + 81), and (1 - 8d, and the stopband gain varies betwen 0 and 8z. It is
common to express the maximum passband and stopband gains in units of decibels.
For this example:

ideal passband gain in decibels = 20Iogll1(1) = 0 dB

maximum passband gain in decibels = 2010glO(1.01) = 0.086 dB

maximum stopband gain in decibels = 2010glO(0.001) = -60 dB
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Figure 7.2

(a) Specifications for effective frequency response of overall system
in Figure 7.1 for the case of a lowpass filter. (b) Corresponding specifications forthe discrete-time system in Figure 7.1.

Introduction

where 01 = 0.01 and wp = 2n(2000) . 10-4 = OAn radians. The other approximation
band is the stopband, in which the magnitude response must approximate zero with
an error less than 02; i.e.,

Since the sampling rate is 104 samples/s, the gain of the overall system is iden
tically zero above Q = 2n(5000), due to the ideal discrete-to-continuous (DIe) con
verter in Figure 7.1.

The tole~ance scheme for the discrete-time filter is shown in Figure 7.2(b). It is
the same as that in Figure 7.2(a), except that it is plotted as a function of normalized
frequency (w = Q T), and it need only be plotted in the range 0 ::: w ::: n, since the
remainder can be inferred from symmetry properties (assuming that h[n] is real) and
the periodicity of H(ejW). FromEq. (7.1b ),itfollows that in the passband the magnitude
of the frequency response must approximate unity within an error of ±01, i.e.,

In this example, 02 = 0.001 and Ws = 2n(3000) . 10-4 = 0.6n radians. The pass
,'1 band cutoff frequency wp and the stopband cutoff frequency Ws are given in terms

Sec. 7.0



of normalized radian frequency or equivalently in terms of angle in the z-plane. To
approximate the ideal lowpass filter in this way with a realizable system, we must
provide a transition band of nonzero width (ws -wp) in which the magnitude response
changes smoothly from passband to stopband. The dashed curve in Figure 7.2(b) is the
magnitude response of a system that meets the prescribed specification.
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There are many applications in which a discrete-time signal to be filtered is not
derived from a continuous-time signal, and there are a variety of means besides peri
odic sampling for representing continuous-time signals in terms of sequences. (See,
for example, Steiglitz, 1965, and Oppenheim and Johnson, 1972.) Also, in most of the
design techniques that we discuss, the sampling period plays no role whatsoever in the
approximation procedure. For these reasons, we take the point of view that the filter
design problem begins from a set of desired specifications in terms of the discrete
time frequency variable w. Depending on the specific application or context, these
specifications mayor may not have been obtained from a consideration of filtering in
the framework of Figure 7.1.

Many of the filters used in practice are specified by a tolerance scheme similar
to that in Example 7.1, with no constraints on the phase response other than those
imposed implicitly by stability and causality requirements. For example, the poles of
the system function for a causal and stable infinite impulse response (IIR) filter must
lie inside the unit circle. Similarly, in designing finite impulse response (FIR) filters, we
often impose the constraint of a linear phase. This again removes the phase of the signal
from consideration in the design process.

Given a set of specifications in the form of Figure 7.2(b), we must determine the sys
tem function of a discrete-time linear system whose frequency response falls within the
prescribed tolerances. This is a problem in functional approximation. Designing IIR fil
ters implies approximation by a rational function of z, while designing FIR filters implies
polynomial approximation. Our discussion distinguishes between design techniques
that are appropriate for IIR filters and those that are appropriate for FIR filters. We
discuss a variety of design techniques for both types of filter, ranging from closed-form
procedures, which involve only substitution of design specifications into design formu
las, to algorithmic techniques, in which a solution is obtained by an iterative procedure .

7.1 DESIGN OF DISCRETE-TIME IIR FILTERS FROM CONTINUOUS-TIME FILTERS

The traditional approach to the design of discrete-time IIR filters involves the transfor
mation of a continuous-time filter into a discrete-time filter meeting prescribed specifi
cations. This is a reasonable approach for several reasons:

• The art of continuous-time IIR filter design is highly advanced, and since useful
results can be achieved, it is advantageous to use the design procedures already
developed for continuous-time filters .

• Many useful continuous-time IIR design methods have relatively simple cIosed
form design formulas. Therefore, discrete-time IIR filter design methods based on
such standard continuous-time design formulas are rather simple to carry out.
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• The standard approximation methods that work well for continuous-time IIR
filters do not lead to simple closed-form design formulas when these methods are
applied directly to the discrete-time IIR case.

7.1.1 Filter Design by Impulse Invariance

In Section 4.4.2 we discussed the concept of impulse in variance, wherein a discrete
time system is defined by sampling the impulse response of a continuous-time system.
We showed that impulse invariance provides a direct means of computing samples
of the output of a bandlimited continuous-time system for bandlimited input signals.
Alternatively, in the context of filter design, we can think of impulse invariance as a
method for obtaining a discrete-time system whose frequency response is determined
by the frequency response of a continuous-time system.

In the impulse invariance design procedure for transforming continuous-time fil
ters into discrete-time filters. the impulse response of the discrete-time filter is chosen
proportional to equally spaced samples of the impulse response of the continuous-time
filter: i.e.,
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(7.4)
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The fact that continuous-time filter designs can be mapped to discrete-time filter
designs is totally unrelated to, and independent of, whether the discrete-time filter is to
be used in the configuration of Figure 7.1 for processing continuous-time signals. We em
phasize again that the design procedure for the discrete-time system begins from a set of
discrete-time specifications. Henceforth, we assume that these specifications have been
determined by an analysis like that of Example 7.1 or by some other method. We will use
continuous-time filter approximation methods only as a convenience in determining the
discrete-time filter that meets the desired specifications. Indeed, the continuous-time
filter on which the approximation is based may have a frequency response that is vastly
different from the effective frequency response when the discrete-time filter is used in
the configuration of Figure 7.1.

In designing a discrete-time filter by transforming a prototype continuous-time
filter, the specifications for the continuous-time filter are obtained by a transformation
of the specifications for the desired discrete-time filter. The system function Hc(s) or
impulse response hc(t) of the continuous-time filter is then obtained through one of the
established approximation methods used for continuous-time filter design, examples of
which are discussed in Appendix B. Next, the system function H(z) or impulse response
h[n] for the discrete-time filter is obtained by applying to Hc(s) or hc(t) a transformation
of the type discussed in this section.

In such transformations, we generally require that the essential properties of the
continuous-time frequency response be preserved in the frequency response of the
resulting discrete-time filter. Specifically, this implies that we want the imaginary axis
of the s-plane to map onto the unit circle of the z-plane. A second condition is that a
stable continuous-time filter should be transformed to a stable discrete-time filter. This

means that if the continuous-time system has poles only in the left half of the s-plane,
then the discrete-time filter must have poles only inside the unit circle in the z-plane.
These constraints are basic to all the techniques discussed in this section.
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where Td represents a sampling interval. As we will see, because we begin the design
problem with the discrete-time filter specifications, the parameter Td in Eq. (7.4) in
fact has no role whatsoever in the design process or the resulting discrete-time filter.
However, since it is customary to specify this parameter in defining the procedure, we
include it in the following discussion. As we will see, even if the filter is used in the basic
configuration of Figure 7.1, the design sampling period Td need not be the same as the
sampling period T associated with the CID and DIC conversion.

When impulse invariance is used as a means for designing a discrete-time filter
with a specified frequency response, we are especially interested in the relationship
between the frequency responses of the discrete-time and continuous-time filters.From
the discussion of sampling in Chapter 4, it follows that the frequency response of the
discrete-time filter obtained through Eq. (7.4) is related to the frequency response of
the continuous-time filter by

(7.5)

(7.7)

(7.6)

Chap. 7Filter Design Techniques

Figure 7.3 Illustration of aliasing in
the impulse invariance design technique.

Iwl ::::n;
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. 00 (w 2n)H(eIUJ) = 'L He j- + j-k .
k=-oo Td Td

If the continuous-time filter is bandlimited, so that

H(ejUJ) = He (j ~) ,

i.e., the discrete-time and continuous-time frequency responses are related by a linear
scaling of the frequency axis,namely, w = QTd for Iwl < n. Unfortunately, any practical
continuous-time filter cannot be exactly bandlimited, and consequently, interference
between successive terms in Eq. (7.5) occurs, causing aliasing, as illustrated in Fig
ure 7.3. However, if the continuous-time filter approaches zero at high frequencies, the
aliasing may be negligibly small, and a useful discrete-time filter can result from the
sampling of the impulse response of a continuous-time filter.

In the impulse invariance design procedure, the discrete-time filter specifications
are first transformed to continuous-time filter specifications through the use ofEq. (7.7).
Assuming that the aliasing involved in the transformation from He(jQ) to H(ej(i) will
be negligible, we obtain the specifications on He(jQ) by applying the relation

Q = wi Td (7.8)
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(7.9)

(7.10)

(7.11)

(7.12)

Design of Discrete-Time IIR Filters from Continuous-lime'Filters

N

= 2:: TdAk(eSkTdtu[n].
k=l

Sec. 7.1

N Ak
He(s) = 2::-.

S -Skk=l

The corresponding impulse response is

()_{t Akeskt, t ~ 0,

he t - k=l

0, t < 0.

The impulse response of the discrete-time filter obtained by sampling Tdhe(t) is
N

h[n] = Tdhe(nTd) = 2:: TdAkeSknTdu[n]
k=l

to obtain the continuous-time filter specifications from the specifications on H(ejW).

After obtaining a suitable continuous-time filter based on these specifications, the
continuous-time filter with system function He(s) is transformed to the desired discrete
time filter with system function H(z). We develop the algebraic details of the transfor
mation from He(s) toH(z) shortly. Note, however, that in the transformation back
to discrete-time frequency, H(ejW) will be related to He(jQ) through Eq. (7.5), which
again applies the transformation of Eq. (7.8) to the frequency axis. As a consequence,
the "sampling" parameter Td cannot be used to control aliasing. Since the basic specifi
cations are in terms of discrete-time frequency, if the sampling rate is increased (i.e., if Td

is made smaller), then the cutoff frequency of the continuous-time filter must increase
in proportion. In practice, to compensate for aliasing that might occur in the transfor
mation from He(s) to H(z), the continuous-time filter may be somewhat overdesigned,
i.e., designed to exceed the specifications, particularly in the stopband.

While the impulse invariance transformation from continuous time to discrete
time is defined in terms of time-domain sampling, it is easy to carry out as a transforma
tion on the system function. To develop this transformation, let us consider the system
function of the continuous-time filter expressed in terms of a partial fraction expansion,
so that1

The system function of the discrete-time filter is therefcre given by
N

H(z) = 2::. Td~k .,
k=l

In comparing Eqs. (7.9) and (7.12), we observe that a pole at S = Sk in the s-plane
transforms to a pole at z = eSkTd in the z-plane and the coefficients in the partial fraction
expansions of He(s) and H(z) are equal, except for the scaling multiplier Td. If the
continuous-time filter is stable, corresponding to the real part of Sk being less than zero,
then the magnitude of eSkTd will be less than unity, so that the corresponding pole in the
discrete-time filter is inside the unit circle. Therefore, the causal discrete-time filter is

1 For simplicity, we assume in the discussion that all poles of H(s) are single order. In Problem 7.24,
we consider the modifications required for multiple-order poles.



also stable. While the poles in the s-plane map to poles in the z-plane according to the
relationship Zk = eSkTd, it is important to recognize that the impulse invariance design
procedure does not correspond to a simple mapping of the s-plane to the z-plane by that
relationship. In particular, the zeros in the discrete-time system function are a function
of the poles and the coefficients TdAk in the partial fraction expansion, and they will not
in general be mapped in the same way the poles are mapped. We illustrate the impulse
invariance design procedure with the following example.

446 Filter Design Techniques Chap. 7

Example 7.2 Impulse Invariance with a Butterworth Filter

Let us consider the design of a lowpass discrete-time filter by applying impulse invari
ance to an appropriate Butterworth continuous-time filter.2 The specifications for the
discrete-time filter are

Since the parameter Td cancels in the impulse invariance procedure, we can choose
Td = 1, so that w = n. In Problem 7.2, this same example is considered, but with the
parameter Td explicitly included to illustrate how and where it cancels.

In designing the filter using impulse invariance on a continuous-time Butter
worth filter, we must first transform the discrete-time specifications to specifications
on the continuous-time filter. Recall that impulse invariance corresponds to a linear
mapping between nand w in the absence of aliasing. For this example, we will assume
that the effect of aliasing is negligible. After the design is complete, we can evaluate
the resulting frequency response against the specifications in Eqs. (7.13a) and (7.13b).

Because of the preceding considerations, we want to design a continuous-time
Butterworth filter with magnitude function IHc(jn)1 for which

0.89125 :::: IH(eiw)1 :::: 1,

IH(eiW)1 :::: 0.17783,

0:::: Iwl ::::0.2n,

O.3n ::::Iwl :::: n.

(7.13a)

(7.13b)

0.89125 ::::IHc(jn)1 :::: 1,

IHc(jn)1 :::: 0.17783,

o ::::Inl ::::O.2n,

O.3n ::::Inl ::::n.

(7.14a)

(7.14b)

Since the magnitude response of an analog Butterworth filter is a monotonic function
of frequency, Eqs. (7.14a) and (7.14b) will be satisfied if

IHc(j0.2n)1 ::: 0.89125 (7.15a)

(7.16)

(7.15b)IHc(j0.3n)1 ::::0.17783.

Specifically, the magnitude-squared function of a Butterworth filter is of the

and

form

IH(.n\12- 1
c J J - 1+ (n/nc)2N'

so that the filter design process consists of determining the parameters Nand nc to
meet the desired specifications. Using Eq. (7.16) in Eqs. (7.15) with equality leads

"Continuous-time Butterworth and Chebyshev filters are discussed in Appendix B.
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(7.17a)

(7.17b)
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to the equations

and

Therefore.

0.12093

Hc(5) = (52 + 0.36405 + 0.4945)(52 + 0.99455 + 0.4945)(52 + 1.3585s + 0.4945)

(7.18)

Figure 7.4 s-plane locations for poles of Hc(s) Hc(-s) for sixth-order
Butterworth filter in Example 7.2.

The solution of these two equations is N = 5.8858 and nc = 0.70474. The pa
rameter N, however, must be an integer. Therefore, so that the specifications are met or
exceeded, we must round N up to the nearest integer, N = 6. Because we have rounded
N up to the next highest integer, the filter will not exactly satisfy both Eqs. (7.17a) and
(7.17b) simultaneously. With N = 6, the filter parameter nc can be chosen to exceed
the specified requirements in either the passband, the stopband, or both. Specifically,
as the value of nc varies, there is a trade-off in the amount by which the stopband
and passband specifications are exceeded. If we substitute N = 6 into Eq. (7.17a), we
obtain nc = 0.7032. With this value, the passband specifications (of the continuous
time filter) will be met exactly, and the stopband specifications (of the continuous-time
filter) will be exceeded. This allows some margin for aliasing in the discrete-time filter.
With nc = 0.7032 and with N = 6, the 12 poles of the magnitude-squared function
Hc(s)Hc(-s) = 1/[1 + (s/jnc?N] are uniformly distributed in angle on a circle of
radius nc = 0.7032, as indicated in Figure 7.4. Consequently, the poles of Hc(s) are
the three pole pairs in the left half of the s-plane with the foll9wing coordinates:

Pole pair 1: -0.182 ± j(0.679),

Pole pair 2: -0.497 ± j(0.497),

Pole pair 3: -0.679 ± j(0.182).

Sec. 7.1
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Figure 7.5 Frequency response of sixth-order Butterworth filter transformed by
impulse invariance. (a) Log magnitude in dB. (b) Magnitude. (c) Group delay.
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The basis for impulse invariance is to choose an impulse response for the discrete
time filter that is similar in some sense to the impulse response of the continuous-time
filter. The use of this procedure is often motivated not so much by a desire to maintain
the shape of the impulse response as by the knowledge that if the continuous-time filter is
bandlimited, then the discrete-time filter frequency response will closely approximate
the continuous-time frequency response. However, in some filter design problems, a
primary objective may be to control some aspect of the time response, such as the
impulse response or the step response. In these cases, a natural approach might be
to design the discrete-time filter by impulse invariance or by step invariance. In the
latter case, the response of the filter to a sampled unit step function is defined to be the
sequence obtained by sampling the continuous-time step response. If the continuous
time filter has good step response characteristics, such as a small rise time and low peak
overshoot, these characteristics will be preserved in the discrete-time filter. Clearly,
this concept of waveform invariance can be extended to the preservation of the output
waveshape for a variety of inputs, as illustrated in Problem 7.1. The problem points up
the fact that transforming the same continuous-time filter by impulse invariance and
also by step invariance (or some other waveform invariance criterion) does not lead to
the same discrete-time filter in the two cases.

In the impulse invariance design procedure, the relationship between continuous
time and discrete-time frequency is linear; consequently, except for aliasing, the shape
of the frequency response is preserved. This is in contrast to the procedure discussed
next, which is based on an algebraic transformation. We note, in concluding this subsec
tion, that the impulse invariance technique is appropriate only for bandlimited filters;
highpass or bandstop continuous-time filters, for example, would require additional
bandlimiting to avoid severe aliasing distortion if impulse invariance design is used.

(7.19)

If we express Hc(s) as a partial fraction expansion, perform the transformation of
Eq. (7.12), and then combine complex-conjugate terms, the resulting system function
of the discrete-time filter is

0.2871 - 0.4466z-1 -2.1428 + 1.1455[1
H(z) = -------- + -------1- 1.2971r1 + 0.6949r2 1- 1.0691r1 + 0.3699r2

449Design of Discrete-Time IIR Filters from Continuous-Time Filters

1.8557 - 0.6303z-1
+ 1- 0.9972r1 + 0.2570r2 .

As is evident from Eq. (7.19),the system function resulting from the impulse invariance
design procedure may be realized directly in parallel form. If cascade or direct form
is desired, the separate second-order terms must be combined in an appropriate way.

The frequency-response functions of the discrete-time system are shown in Fig
ure 7.5. Recall that the prototype continuous-time filter was designed to meet the
specifications exactly at the passband edge and to exceed the specifications at the
stopband edge, and this turns out to be true for the resulting discrete-time filter. This
is an indication that the continuous-time filter was sufficiently bandlimited so that
aliasing presented no problem. Indeed, the difference between 2010glO /H(ejW)1 and
2010g10/Hc(jQ)/ would not be visible on this plotting scale, except for a slight devi
ation around (J) = :rr. (Recall that Td = 1, so Q = (J).) Sometimes, aliasing is much
more of a problem. If the resulting discrete-time filter fails to meet the specifications
because of aliasing, there is no alternative with impulse invariance but to try again
with a higher order filter or with different filter parameters, holding the order fixed.

Sec. 7.1
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(7.28)

S1= - tan(w/2),
Tdor

I'
W = 2 arctan(S1Td/2).

(7.29)
"1
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(7.24)

(7.25)

(7.26)

(7.27)

eiUJ = 1+ jS1Td/2
1- jS1Td/2'

2 (1- e-iUJ)s = Td 1+ e- iUJ '

2 [2e-iUJ/2(j sinw/2)] = 2j tan(w/2).s = ()+ jS1 = Td 2e-iUJ/2(cosw/2) Td

Design of Discrete-Time II R Filters from Continuous-Time Filters

or, equivalently,

1+ jS1Td/2

z = 1 - j S1Td /2 .

From Eq. (7.24), it is clear that Izi = 1 for all values of 5 on the jS1-axis. That is, the
jS1-axis maps onto the unit circle, so Eq. (7.24) takes the form

Sec. 7.1

Next, to show that the jS1-axis of the s-plane maps onto the unit circle, we substi
tute s = jS1 into Eq. (7.22), obtaining

These properties of the bilinear transformation as a mapping from the s-plane to
the z-plane are summarized in Figures 7.6 and 7.7. From Eq. (7.29) and Figure 7.7, we
see that the range of frequencies 0 :::::S1 :::::00 maps to 0 :::::w :::::Tf, while the range
-00 :::::S1 :::::0 maps to -Tf :::::w :::::O.The bilinear transformation avoids the problem
of aliasing encountered with the use of impulse invariance, because it maps the entire
imaginary axis of the s-plane onto the unit circle in the z-plane. The price paid for this,
however, is the nonlinear compression of the frequency axis depicted in Figure 7.7. Con
sequently, the design of discrete-time filters using the bilinear transformation is useful
only when this compression can be tolerated or compensated for, as in the case of filters
that approximate ideal piecewise-constant magnitude-response characteristics. This is
illustrated in Figure 7.8, where we show how a continuous-time frequency response
and tolerance scheme maps to a corresponding discrete-time frequency response and
tolerance scheme through the frequency warping of Eqs. (7.28) and (7.29). If the critical
frequencies (such as the passband and stopband edge frequencies) of the continuous
time filter are prewarped according to Eq. (7.28) then. when the continuous-time filter
is transformed to the discrete-time filter using Eq. (7.21). the discrete-time filter will
meet the desired specifications.

Equating real and imaginary parts on both sides of Eq. (7.27) leads to the relations
()= 0 and

To derive a relationship between the variables wand S1, it is useful to return to
Eq. (7.20) and substitute Z = eiUJ. We obtain
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Figure 7.9 Illustration of the effect of the bilinear transformation on a linear phase
characteristic. (Dashed line is linear phase and solid line is phase resulting from
bilinear transformation.)

Typical frequency-selective continuous-time approximations are Butterworth,
Chebyshev, and elliptic filters. The closed-form design formulas of these continuous
time approximation methods make the design procedure rather straightforward. As
discussed in Appendix B a Butterworth continuous-time filter is monotonic in the pass
band and in the stopband. A type I Chebyshev filter has an equiripple characteristic in
the passband and varies monotonically in the stopband. A type II Chebyshev filter is
monotonic in the passband and equiripple in the stopband. An elliptic filter isequiripple
in both the passband and the stopband. Clearly, these properties will be preserved when
the filter is mapped to a digital filter with the bilinear transformation. This is illustrated
by the dashed approximation shown in Figure 7.8.

Although the bilinear transformation can be used effectively in mapping a
piecewise-constant magnitude-response characteristic from the s-plane to the z-plane,
the distortion in the frequency axis also manifests itself as a warping of the phase re
sponse of the filter. For example, Figure 7.9 shows the result of applying the bilinear
transformation to an ideal linear phase factor e-sa. If we substitute Eq. (7.20) for s
and evaluate the result on the unit circle, the phase angle is -(2a/ Td) tan(w/2). In Fig
ure 7.9, the solid curve shows the function -(2a/ Td) tan(w/2), and the dotted curve
is the periodic linear phase function -(waf Td), which is obtained by using the small
angle approximation w/2 ~ tan(w/2). From this, it should be evident that if we were
interested in a discrete-time lowpass filter with a linear phase characteristic, we could
not obtain such a filter by applying the bilinear transformation to a continuous-time
lowpass filter with a linear phase characteristic.

As mentioned previously, because of the frequency warping, the use of the
bilinear transformation is restricted to the design of approximations to filters with



Example 7.3 Bilinear Transformation
of a Butterworth Filter

7.1.3 Examples of Bilinear Transformation Design

In the following discussion, we present a number of examples to illustrate IIR filter de
sign using the bilinear transformation. Example 7.3 serves to illustrate the design proce
dure based on the bilinear transformation, in comparison with the use of impulse invari
ance. Examples 7.4, 7.5, and 7.6 illustrate a Butterworth, Chebyshev, and elliptic filter,
respectively, each designed to the same specifications using the bilinear transformation.

piecewise-constant frequency magnitude characteristics, such as highpass, lowpass and
bandpass filters. As demonstrated in Example 7.2, impulse invariance can also be used
to design lowpass filters. However, impulse invariance cannot be used to map highpass
continuous-time designs to highpass discrete-time designs, since highpass continuous
time filters are not bandlimited.

In Example 4.5, we discussed a class of filters often referred to as discrete-time
differentiators. A significant feature of the frequency response of this class of filters
is that it is linear with frequency. The nonlinear warping of the frequency axis intro
duced by the bilinear transformation will not preserve that property. Consequently, the
bilinear transformation applied to a continuous-time differentiator will not result in a
discrete-time differentia tor. However, impulse invariance applied to an appropriately
bandlimited continuous-time differentiator will result in a discrete-time differentiator.

Chap. 7Filter Design Techniques454

Consider the discrete-time filter specifications of Example 7.2, in which we illustrated

the impulse invariance technique for the design of a discrete-time filter. The specifica- Iftions on the discrete-time filter are J~.

0.89125 S jH(eiw)1 S 1,

IH(eiw)1 S 0.17783,

OswsO.2n,

0.3n S w S n.

(7.30a)

(7.30b)

For convenience, we choose 1;, = 1. Also. as with Example 7.2, since a continuous-time
Butterworth filter has a monotonic magnitude response, we can equivalently require
that

In carrying out the design using the bilinear transformation, the critical frequencies of
the discrete-time filter must be prewarped to the corresponding continuous-time fre
quencies using Eq. (7.28) so that the frequency distortion inherent in the bilinear trans
formation will map the continuous-time frequencies back to the correct discrete-time
critical frequencies. For this specific filter, with IHc(jQ)1 representing the magnitude
response function of the continuous-time filter, we require that

IHcU2 tan(O.IIT»1 ::: 0.89125

(7.31a)

(7.32a)

(7.31b)

2 (o.2n)o S Q :::: Td tan -2- ,

2 (0.3n)
- tan -- < Q < 00.
Td 2 - -

0.89125 S IHc(jQ)1 S 1,

IHc(jQ)1 :::: 0.17783,
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(7.35)

(7.34a)

(7.32b)

(7.34b)

1 + (2tan(0.lrr»)2N = (_1 )2nc 0.89

log [( (O.i78 / - 1) / ( (0.19) 2 - 1) ]N = ------------
2Iog[tan(0.15rr)/ tan(O.lrr)]

= 5.305.

IHc(j2 tan(0.15rr»1 :S0.17783.

----------- - -- ~-~- - - .
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and

The form of the magnitude-squared function for the Butterworth filter is

IHc(jn)12 = 1
1 + (n/nc)2N' (7.33)

and

Solving for Nand nc with the equality sign in Eqs. (7.32a) and (7.32b), we obtain

and solving for N in Eqs. (7.34a) and (7.34b) gives

Since N must be an integer, we choose N = 6.. Substituting N = 6 into
Eq. (7.34b), we obtain nc = 0.766. For this value of nc, the passband specifications
are exceeded and the stopband specifications are met exactly. This is reasonable for
the bilinear transformation, since we do not have to be concerned with aliasing. That
is, with proper prewarping, we can be certain that the resulting discrete-time filter will
meet the specifications exactly at the desired stopband edge.

In the s-plane, the 12 poles of the magnitude-squared function are uniformly
distributed in angle on a circle of radius 0.766, as shown in Figure 7.10. The sys
tem function of the continuous-time filter obtained by selecting the left half-plane

Sec. 7.1
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Figure 7.10 s-plane locations for poles of Hc(s) Hc(-s) for sixth-order
Butterworth filter in Example 7.3.
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3The first (2N - 1) derivatives of I H(eiw)12 are zero at w = o.

It is interesting to note that, since the general form of the Nth-order Butter
worth continuous-time filter is as given by Eq. (7.33), and since wand Q are related
by Eq. (7.28), it follows that the general Nth-order Butterworth discrete-time filter has
magnitude-squared function

where tan(wc/2) = QcTd/2.
The frequency-response function of Eq. (7.38) has the same properties as the

continuous-time Butterworth response; i.e., it is maximally flat3 and IH(ejwc)IZ = 0.5.
However, the function in Eq. (7.38) is periodic with period 2rr and falls off more sharply
than the continuous-time Butterworth response.

We do not design discrete-time Butterworth filters directly by starting with
Eq. (7.38), because it is not straightforward to determine the z-plane locations of the
poles (all the zeros are at Z = -1) associated with the magnitude-squared function of
Eq. (7.38). It is necessary to determine the poles so as to factor the magnitude-squared

457

(7.37)

(7.38)
1

IH(ejW)IZ = ( tan(w/2) )ZN'1 + tan(wc/2)

. 0.0007378(1+ Z-1)6

H(z) = (1 _ 1.2686z-1 + O.7051z-2)(1 - 1.0106z-1 + 0.3583z-2)

1
x ---------.

(1 - 0.9044z-1 + 0.2155z-2)

Design of Discrete-Time IIR Filters from Continuous-Time Filters

poles is

H ( ) 0.20238
c s = (S2 + 0.3996s + 0.5871)(s2 + 1.0836s+ 0.5871)(s2+ 1.4802s+ 0.5871)'

(7.36)

The system function for the discrete-time filter is then obtained by applying the bilinear
transformation to Hc(s) with Td = 1. The result is

The magnitude, log magnitude, and group delay of the frequency response of the
discrete-time filter are shown in Figure 7.11. At w = 0.2rr the log magnitude is
-0.56 dB, and at w = O.3rrthe log magnitude is exactly -15 dB.

Since the bilinear transformation maps the entire jQ-axis of the s-plane onto
the unit circle in the z-plane, the magnitude response of the discrete-time filter falls
off much more rapidly than that of the original continuous-time filter. In particular,
the behavior of H(eiw) at w = rr corresponds to the behavior. of Hc(jQ) at Q = 00.
Therefore, since the continuous-time Butterworth filterhas a sixth-order zero ats = 00,
the resulting discrete-time filter has a sixth-order zero at z = -1.

Sec. 7.1
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(7.39a)

(7.39b)
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Iwl :::::OAJr,

0.6Jr :::::Iwl :::::Jr.
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and

For the specification of Eqs. (7.39a) and (7.39b), the Butterworth approximation
method requires a system of 14th order. The frequency response of the discrete
time filter that results from the bilinear transformation of the appropriate prewarped
Butterworth filter is shown in Figure 7.12. Figure 7.12(a) shows the log magnitude in
dB, Figure 7.12(b) shows the magnitude of H(ejW) in the passband only, and Figure
7.12(c) shows the group delay of the filter. From these plots, we see that the Butter
worth frequency response decreases monotonically with frequency and the gain of the
filter becomes very small above about uJ = O.7iT. Note from Figure 7.12(b) that in this
example the Butterworth frequency response has been normalized so that it has gain
greater than unity in the passband as is allowed in the specifications in Eqs. (7.39).

function into H(z)H(z-l) and thereby determine H(z). It is much easier to find the
s-plane pole locations (all the zeros are at infinity), factor the continuous-time system
function, and then transform the left half-plane poles by the bilinear transformation as
we did in Example 7.3.

Equations of the form of Eq. (7.38) may also be obtained for discrete-time
Chebyshev filters, but the same difficulties arise in their use. Thus, the two-step approach
just described has become the established method of designing IIR frequency-selective
filters.

The major approximation methods for frequency-selective IIR analog filters are
the Butterworth, Chebyshev, and elliptic function approximation methods. The details
of these methods can be found in Guillemin (1957), Daniels (1974), Weinberg (1975),
and Lam (1979). The methods are generally explained and developed in terms oflowpass
filter approximations. This is the approach followed in Appendix B, where we summarize
the essential features of some of the methods. In the next three examples, we illustrate
the realization of a set of filter specifications for each of these classes of filters. The details
of the design computations are not presented, since they are tedious and lengthy and are
best carried out by computer programs that incorporate the appropriate closed-form
design equations.

The lowpass discrete-time filter specifications for these examples are those used
in Example 7.1, i.e.,

In terms of the tolerance scheme of Figure 7.2(b), 01 = 0.01,82 = 0.001, wp = OAJr, and
Ws = 0.6Jr. These specifications are sufficient to determine the input parameters to the
Butterworth, Chebyshev, and elliptic design formulas. Note that the specifications are
only on the magnitudes of the frequency response. The phase is implicitly determined
by the nature of the approximating functions.
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Figure 7.12 Frequency response of 14th-order Butterworth filter in Example 7.4.
(a) Log magnitude in dB. (b) Detailed plot of magnitude in passband. (c) Group
delay.
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In the Butterworth example, the specifications are exceeded at the passband and
stopband edges because of rounding the order up to the next integer. However, the
specifications are far exceeded in the stopband. The reason for this is evident from Fig
ure 7.13, which shows the pole-zero plot for the 14th-order Butterworth filter. Because
the continuous-time Butterworth filter has 14 zeros at s = 00, the·bilinear transforma
tion creates 14 zeros at z = -1 for the discrete-time filter. It is reasonable to expect that
a lower order filter might still satisfy the specifications, even if it did not exceed them so
greatly in the stopband. This expectation motivates the use of Chebyshev or equiripple
approximation.
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Figure 7.13Pole-zero plot of
14th-order Butterworth filter inExample 7.4.

Example 7.5 Chebyshev Approximation

This method has two forms. Chebyshev type I approximations have equiripple be
havior in the passband, and Chebyshev type II approximations have equiripple be
havior in the stopband. Both methods lead to the same order ror a given set of spec
ifications. For the specifications of Eqs. (7.39a) and (7.39b), the required order is 8
rather than 14, as for the Butterworth approximation. Figure 7.14 shows the log mag
nitude, passband magnitude, and group delay for the type I approximation to the
specifications of Eqs. (7.39a) and (7.39b). Note that the frequency response oscillates
with equal maximum error on either side of the desired gain of unity in the pass
band.

Figure 7.15 shows the frequency-response functions for the Chebyshev type II
approximation to the specifications of Eqs. (7.39a) and (7.39b). In this case, the equi
ripple approximation behavior is in the stopband. The pole-zero plots for the
Chebyshev filters are shown in Figure 7.16. Note that the Chebyshev type I system
is similar to the Butterworth system in that it has all eight of its zeros at :: = -1. On
the other hand, the type II system has its zeros arrayed on the unit circle. These zeros
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Frequency response of eighth-order Chebyshev type I filter in
Example 7.5. (a) Log magnitude in dB. (b) Detailed plot of magnitude in pass-band. (c) Group delay.



Figure 7.15 Frequency response of eighth-order Chebyshev type II filter in
Example 7.5. (a) Log magnitude in dB. (b) Detailed plot of magnitude in pass
band. (c) Group delay.
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Figure 7.16 Pole-zero plot of eighth-order Chebyshev filters in Example 7.5.
(a) Type I. (b) Type II.
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are positioned by the design equations so as to achieve the equiripple behavior in the
stopband.

Example 7.6 Elliptic Approximation4

Sec. 7.1

The specifications of Eqs. (7.39a) and (7.39b) are met by an elliptic filter of order
six. This is the lowest order rational function approximation to the specifications.
Figure 7.17 clearly shows the equiripple behavior in both approximation bands. Fig
ure 7.18 shows that the elliptic filter, like the Chebyshev type II,has its zeros arrayed
in the stopband region of the unit circle.

In both cases of Chebyshev approximation, the monotonic behavior in either
the stopband or the passband suggests that perhaps a lower order system might be
obtained if equiripple approximation were used in both the passband and the stopband.
Indeed, it can be shown (see Papoulis, 1957) that for fixed values of 01,02, (J)p, and (J)s

in the tolerance scheme of Figure 7.2(b), the lowest order filter is obtained when the
approximation error ripples equally between the extremes of the two approximation
bands. Since this equiripple behavior is achieved with a rational function that involves
elliptic functions, such systems are generally called elliptic filters.

4The design equations for elliptic filters are too involved to be appropriately summarized in Ap
pendix B. They can be found in Storer (1957), Weinberg (1975), and Parks and Burrus (1987). A program for
elliptic filter design was given by Gray and Markel (1976), and extensive tables for elliptic filter designs are
available in Zverev (1967). All three types of filters can be designed using functions in the Signal Processing
Toolbox of MATLAB®.
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7.2 DESIGN OF FIR FILTERS BY WINDOWING

Bilinear transformation of analog filters designed by Butterworth, Chebyshev,
or elliptic approximation methods is a standard method of design of IIR discrete-time
filters. The previous examples illustrate several important general features of such filters.
In all cases, the resulting system function H(z) has all its zeros on the unit circle and (for
stability) all its poles inside the unit circle. As a result, all the approximation methods
yield digital filters with nonconstant group delay or, equivalently, nonl~near phase. The
greatest deviation from constant group delay occurs in all cases at the edge of the
passband or in the transition band. In general, the Chebyshev type II approximation
method yields the smallest delay in the passband and the widest region of the passband
over which the group delay is approximately constant. However, if phase linearity is
not an issue, then elliptic approximation yields the lowest order system function, and
therefore, elliptic filters will generally require the least computation to implement a
given filter specification.
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Figure 7.18 Pole-zero plot of sixth-order elliptic filter in Example 7.6.
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As discussed in Section 7.1, commonly used techniques for the design of IIR filters
are based on transformations of continuous-time IIR systems into discrete-time IIR
systems. This is partly because continuous-time filter design was a highly advanced
art before discrete-time filters were of interest and partly because of the difficulty of
implementing a noniterative direct design method for IIR filters.

In contrast, FIR filters are almost entirely restricted to discrete-time implementa
tions. Consequently, the design techniques for FIR filters are based on directly approx
imating the desired frequency response of the discrete-time system. Furthermore, most
techniques for approximating the magnitude response of an FIR system assume a linear
phase constraint, thereby avoiding the problem of spectrum factorization that compli
cates the direct design of IIR filters.

The simplest method of FIR filter design is called the window method. This method
generally begins with an ideal desired frequency response that can be represented as



where hd[n] is the corresponding impulse response sequence, which can be expressed
in terms of Hd(ejW) as

-
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More generally, we can represent h[n] as the product of the desired impulse response
and a finite-duration "window" w[n]; i.e.,

~~. f"t t

~ I
~

,,

1'~ ~.c'
rt·c.

i .

'.' [....r r~;

(7.42)

(7.41)

O:::::n::::: M,
otherwise.

h[n] = {hd[n],0,

1 lIT ..hd[n] = - Hd(eJW)eJwndw.
2:rr -IT

Many idealized systems are defined by piecewise-constant or piecewise-functional fre
quency responses with discontinuities at the boundaries between bands. As a result,
these systems have impulse responses that are noncausal and infinitely long. The most
straightforward approach to obtaining a causal FIR approximation to such systems is to
truncate the ideal response. Equation (7.40) can be thought of as a Fourier series repre
sentation of the periodic frequency response Hd(ejW), with the sequence hd[n] playing
the role of the Fourier coefficients. Thus, the approximation of an ideal filter by trunca
tion of the ideal impulse response is identical to the issue of the convergence of Fourier
series, a subject that has received a great deal of study. A particularly important concept
from this theory is the Gibbs phenomenon, which was discussed in Example 2.22. In
the following discussion, we will see how this nonuniform convergence phenomenon
manifests itself in the design of FIR filters.

The simplest way to obtain a causal FIR filter from hd[n] is to define a new system
with impulse response h[n] given by5

h[n] = hd[n]w[n), (7.43)

where, for simple truncation as in Eq. (7.42), the window is the rectangular window

5The notation for FIR systems was established in Chapter 5. That is, M is the order of the system

function polynomial. Thus, (M + 1) is the length, or duration. of the impulse response. Often in the literature,
N is used for the length of the impulse response of an FIR filter; however, we have used N to denote the
order of the denominator polynomial in the system function of an IIR filter. Thus. to avoid confusion and
maintain consistency throughout this book, we will always consider the length of the impulse response of an
FIR filter to be (M + 1).

(7.44)

(7.45)

O:::::n:::::M,

otherwise.{ 1,w[n] = 0,

It follows from the modulation, or windowing, theorem (Section 2.9.7) that

H(ejW) = ~ lIT Hd(ejii)W(ej(w-t3»de.2:rr -rr

That is, H(ejW) is the periodic convolution of the desired ideal frequency response
with the Fourier transform of the window. Thus, the frequency response H(ejW) will
be a "smeared" version of the desired response Hd(ejW). Figure 7.19(a) depicts typical
functions Hd(ejO) and W(ej(w-O», as required in Eq. (7.45).

If w[n] = 1 for all n (i.e., if we do not truncate at all), W(ejW) is a periodic impulse
train with period 2:rr, and therefore, H(ejW) = Hd(ejW). This interpretation suggests



that if w[n] is chosen so that W(ejW) is concentrated in a narrow band of frequencies
around w = 0, then H(ejW) will "look like" Hd(ejW), except where Hd(ejW) changes very
abruptly. Consequently, the choice of window is governed by the desire to have w[n]

as short as possible in duration, so as to minimize computation in the implementation
of the filter, while having W(ejW) approximate an impulse; that is, we want W(ejW) to
be highly concentrated in frequency so that the convolution of Eq. (7.45) faithfully
reproduces the desired frequency response. These are conflicting requirements, as can
be seen in the case of the rectangular window of Eq. (7.44), where

The magnitude of the function sin[w(M + 1)/2] sin(w/2) is plotted in Figure 7.20 for
the case M = 7. Note that W(ejW) for the rectangular window has a generalized linear
phase. As M increases, the width of the "main lobe" decreases. The main lobe is usually
defined as the region between the first zero-crossings on either side of the origin. For
the rectangular window, the width of the main lobe is £:"wm = 47r/(M + 1). However,
for the rectangular window, the side lobes are large, and in fact, as M increases, the
peak amplitudes of the main lobe and the side lobes grow in a manner such that the
area under each lobe is a constant while the width of each lobe decreases with iV!.

Consequently, as W(ej(w-(i}) "slides by" a discontinuity of H,,(ejlJ) with increasing w,
the integral of W(ej("J-OJ)Hd(ejli) will oscillate as each side lobe of W(ej(w-/I}) moves
past the discontinuity. This result is depicted in Figure 7.19 (b). Since the area under
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(a)

(b)
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M 1_ -]w(M+l) .

W(e]W) = 2:= e-]wn = e = e-]wl14/2 sm[w(M + 1)/2]
n=O 1 - e-]W sin(w/2)

Figure 7.19 (a) Convolution process implied by truncation of the ideal impulse
response. (b) Typical approximation resulting from windowing the ideal impulse
response.
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7.2.1 Properties of Commonly Used Windows

Some commonly used windows are shown in Figure 7.21.6 These windows are defined
by the following equations:

Rectangular

Chap. 7

(7.47a)

Filter Design Techniques

Figure 7.20 Magnitude of the Fourier
transform of a rectangular window
(M =7).

w

O::::;n::::; M,

otherwise{I,w[n] = 0,

(M=7)

each lobe remains constant with increasing M, the oscillations occur more rapidly, but
do not decrease in amplitude as M increases.

In the theory of Fourier series, it is well known that this nonuniform convergence,
the Gibbs phenomenon, can be moderated through the use of a less abrupt truncation
of the Fourier series. By tapering the window smoothly to zero at each end, the height
of the side lobes can be diminished; however, this is achieved at the expense of a wider
main lobe and thus a wider transition at the discontinuity.

I sin (w(M + 1)/2) I
8' sin (wl2)
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(M + 1) . (M + 1)

----1 ,1wm L Mainlobe~I I width

Bartlett (triangular)

{ 2njM,

w[n]= 2-2nIM,

0,

0::::; n::::; M12,

MI2 < n::::;M,

otherwise

(7.47b)

Hanning

6The Bartlett, Hanning. Hamming, and Blackman windows are all named after their originators. The
Hanning window is associated with Julius von Hann, an Austrian meteorologist, and is sometimes referred to
as the Hann window. The term "hanning" was used by Blackman and Tukey (1958) to describe the operation
of applying this window to a signal and has since become the most widely used name for the window, with
varying preferences for the choice of "Hanning" or "hanning."

Hamming

{ 0.5 - 0.5 cos(2nnl M),
w[n] =

0,

{ 0.54 - 0.46 cos(2nnl M),
w[n] =

0,

O::::;n::::; M,

otherwise

O::::;n::::;M,

otherwise

(7.47c)

(7.47d)



7.2.2 Incorporation of Generalized Linear Phase

In designing many types of FIR filters, it is desirable to obtain causal systems with a
generalized linear phase response. All the windows of Eqs. (7.47) have been defined in
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(7.47e)
O::::n::::M,

otherwise

Figure 7.21 Commonly used windows.

Hamming
Hanning
Blackman
Bartlett

Rectangular

M
2
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Blackman

{ 0.42 - 0.5 cos(2rrn/ M) + 0.08 cos( 4rrn/ M),
w[n] =

0,
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(For convenience, Figure 7.21 shows these windows plotted as functions of a con
tinuous variable; however, as specified in Eqs. (7.47), the window sequence is defined
only at integer values of n.) .

As will be discussed in Chapter 10, the windows defined in Eqs. (7.47) are com
monly used for spectrum analysis as well as for FIR filter design. They have the desirable
property that their Fourier transforms are concentrated around w = 0, and they have a
simple functional form that allows them to be computed easily. The Fourier transform of
the Bartlett window can be expressed as a product of Fourier transforms of rectangular
windows, and the Fourier transforms of the other windows can be expressed as sums of
frequency-shifted Fourier transforms of the rectangular window, as given by Eq. (7.46).
(See Problem 7.34.)

The function 20 10glOIW( ejW) I is plotted in Figure 7.22 for each of these windows
with M = 50. The rectangular window clearly has the narrowest main lobe, and thus,
for a given length, it should yield the sharpest transitions of H(ejW) at a discontinuity
of Hd(ejW). However, the first side lobe is only about 13 dB below the main peak,
resulting in oscillations of H( ejW) of considerable size around discontinuities of Hd( ejW).

Table 7.1, which compares the windows of Eqs. (7.47), shows that, by tapering the
window smoothly to zero, as with the Hamming, Hanning, and Blackman windows, the
side lobes (second column) are greatly reduced in amplitude; however, the price paid
is a much wider main lobe (third column) and thus wider transitions at discontinuities
of Hd( ejW). The other columns of Table 7.1 will be discussed later.
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Figure 7.22 Fourier transforms (log
magnitude) of windows of Figure 7.21.
with M = 50. (a) Rectangular.
(b) Bartlett. (c) Hanning. (d) Hamming.
(e) Blackman.
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Figure 7.22 (Continued)
(e) Blackman.
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Radian frequency (w)

(e)
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0.27T

TABLE 7.1 COMPARISON OF COMMONLY USED WINDOWS

Peak

Transition
Peak

ApproximationEquivalentWidth
Side-Lobe

ApproximateError,Kaiserof Equivalent
Type of

AmplitudeWidth of20 loglO 8Window,Kaiser
Window

(Relative)Main Lobe(dB)fJWindow

Rectangular

-134rr/(M + 1)-2101.8lrrj M
Bartlett

-258rr/M -251.332.37rrj M

Hanning

-318rrj M -443.865.0lrrj M

Hamming

-418rrj M -534.8q6.27rrjM
Blackman

-5712rrj M -747.049.19rrjM

H(ejW) = jAo(ejw)e-jwM/2,

where Ao(ejW) is real and is an odd function of (J).

anticipation of this need. Specifically, note that all the windows have the property that

w[n] = {W[M - n], 0 ~ n ~ M, (7.48)0, otherwIse;

i.e., they are symmetric about the point M12. As a result, their Fourier transforms are
of the form

W(ejW) = We(ejw)e-jwM/2, (7.49)

where 1-Ve(ejW) is a real, even function of w. This is illustrated by Eq. (7.46). The conven
tion of Eq. (7.48) leads to causal filters in general, and if the desired impulse response
is also symmetric about M12, i.e., if hd[M - n] = hd[n], then the windowed impulse
response will also have that symmetry, and the resulting frequency response will have
a generalized linear phase; that is,

H(ejW) = Ae(ejw)e-jwM/2, (7.50)

where Ae(ejW) is real and is an even function of w. Similarly, if the desired impulse
response is antisymmetric about M12, i.e., if hd[M - n] = -hd[n], then the windowed
impulse response will also be antisymmetric about M12, and the resulting frequency
response will have a generalized linear phase with a constant phase shift of ninety
degrees; i.e.,

Sec. 7.2

0
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Although the preceding statements are straightforward if we consider the prod
uct of the symmetric window with the symmetric (or antisymmetric) desired impulse
response, it is useful to consider the frequency-domain representation. Suppose
hd[M - n] = hd[n] . Then

Hd(ejW) = He(ejw)e-jwM/2, (7.52)

where He(ejW) is real and even.
If the window is symmetric, we can substitute Eqs. (7.49) and (7.52) into Eq. (7.45)

to obtain

~' .-.,

(7.56)

(7.53)

(7.54)

(7.55)

Chap. 7Filter Design Techniques

Iwi < We,

We < Iwl s n,

The desired frequency response is defined as

. {e-jWM/2H,p(e1W) = 0 '

Example 7.7 Linear-Phase Lowpass Filter
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H(ejW) = ~ 17rHe(ejB)e-jBM/2We(ej(w-B»e-j(w-B)M/2de.2rr -T(

A simple manipulation of the phase factors leads to

H(ejW) = Ae(ejw)e-jwM/2,

where

Thus, we see that the resulting system has a generalized linear phase and, moreover,
the real function Ae(ejW) is the result of tp.e periodic convolution of the real functions
He(ejW) and VVe(ejW).

The detailed behavior of the convolution of Eq. (7.55) determines the magnitude
response of the filter that results from windowing. The following example illustrates
this for a linear-phase lowpass filter.

where the generalized linear phase factor has been incorporated into the definition of
the ideallowpass filter. The corresponding ideal impulse response is

(7.57)

(7.58)h(n] = sin(wc(n - M12)]
n(n - M12) w(nJ,

hI (n1 = ~ lwee-jwM/2ejwndw = sin[wc(n - M12)]p J 2n -We n(n - M12)

for -00 < n < 00. It is easily shown that hip [M - n] = hlp[ n], so if we use a symmetric
window in the equation

then a linear-phase system will result.

The upper part of Figure 7.23 depicts the character of the amplitude response
that would result for all the windows of Eqs. (7.47), except the Bartlett window, which is
rarely used for filter design. (The Bartlett window would produce a monotonic function
Ae(ejW), because We(ejW) is a positive function.) The figure displays the important
properties of window method approximations to desired frequency responses that
have step discontinuities. It applies accurately when We is not close to zero or to ;r

and when the width of the main lobe is smaller than 2we• At the bottom of the figure
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Figure 7.23 Illustration of type of approximation obtained at a discontinuity of
the ideal frequency response.

is a typical Fourier transform for a symmetric window (except for the linear phase).
This function should be visualized in different positions as an aid in understanding the
shape of the approximation Ae(ejW) in the vicinity of We.

When W = We, the symmetric function We(ej(w-B» is centered on the disconti
nuity, and about one-half its area contributes to Ae(ejW). Similarly, we can see that the
peak overshoot occurs when YVe( ej(w-B» is shifted such that the first negative side lobe
on the right is just to the right of We. Similarly, the peak negative undershoot occurs
when the first negative side lobe on the left is just to the left of We. This means that the
distance between the peak ripples on either side of the discontinuity is approximately
the main-lobe width !>,.Wm, as shown in Figure 7.23. The transition width !>"w as defined
in the figure is therefore somewhat less than the main-lobe width. Finally, due to the
symmetry of We(ej(w-B», the approximation tends to be symmetric around We; i.e.,
the approximation overshoots by an amount 8 in the passband and undershoots by the
same amount in the stopband.

Sec. 7.2

The fourth column of Table 7.1 shows the peak approximation error (in dB) for
the windows of Eqs. (7.47). Clearly, the windows with the smaller side lobes yield bet
ter approximations of the ideal response at a discontinuity. Also, the third column,
which shows the width of the main lobe, suggests that narrower transition regions can
be achieved by increasing M. Thus, through the choice of the shape and duration of
the window, we can control the properties of the resulting FIR filter. However, trying
different windows and adjusting lengths by trial and error is not a very satisfactory way
to design filters. Fortunately, a simple formalization of the window method has been
developed by Kaiser (1974).



Kaiser determined empirically that the value of {3 needed to achieve a specified value
of A is given by

(7.59)

Chap. 7

(7.60)

(7.61)

(7.62)

A> 50,

21 :S A:s 50.

A < 21.

otherwise,

O:s n:s M,

Filter Design Techniques

{ 0.1102(A - 8.7),{3 = 0.58. 42(A - 21)°..1 + 0.07886(A - 21).0.0.
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7.2.3 The Kaiser Window Fifter Design Method

The trade-off between the main-lobe width and side-lobe area can be quantified by
seeking the window function that is maximally concentrated around w = 0 in the
frequency domain. The issue was considered in depth in a series of classic papers by
Slepian et al. (1961). The solution found in this work involves prolate spheroidal wave
functions, which are difficult to compute and therefore unattractive for filter design.
However, Kaiser (1966, 1974) found that a near-optimal window could be formed using
the zeroth-order modified Bessel fuilction of the first kind, a function that is much easier
to compute. The Kaiser window is defined as

{ 10[/3(1 - [en - a)laJ2)1/2]

w[n] = IoU») ,
0,

where a = M12, and 100 represents the zeroth-order modified Bessel function of the
first kind. In contrast to the other windows in Eqs. (7.47), the Kaiser window has two
parameters: the length (M + 1) and a shape parameter {3. By varying (M + 1) and {3,

the window length and shape can be adjusted to trade side-lobe amplitude for main
lobe width. Figure 7.24(a) shows continuous envelopes of Kaiser windows of length
M + 1 = 21 for {3 = 0,3, and 6. Notice from Eq. (7.59) that the case {3 = 0 reduces to
the rectangular window. Figure 7 .24(b) shows the corresponding Fourier transforms of
the Kaiser windows in Figure 7 .24( a). Figure 7.24( c) shows Fourier transforms of Kaiser
windows with {3 = 6 and M = 10,20, and 40. The plots in Figs. 7.24(b) and (c) clearly
show that the desired trade-off can be achieved. If the window is tapered more, the
side lobes of the Fourier transform become smaller, but the main lobe becomes wider.
Figure 7.24(c) shows that increasing Mwhile holding {3 constant causes the main lobe
to decrease in width, but does not affect the amplitude of the side lobes. In fact, through
extensive numerical experimentation, Kaiser obtained a pair of formulas that permit
the filter designer to predict in advance the values of M and {3 needed to meet a given
frequency-selective filter specification. Figure 7.23 is also typical of approximations
obtained using the Kaiser window, and Kaiser (1974) found that, over a usefully wide
range of conditions, the peak approximation error (8 in Figure 7.23) is determined by the
choice of {3. Given that 8 is fixed, the passband cutoff frequency wp of the lowpass filter
is defined to be the highest frequency such that IH(ejW)1 :::: 1 - 8. The stopband cutoff
frequency Ws is defined to be the lowest frequency such that IH(ejW)1 :s 8. Therefore,
the transition region has width

flw = Ws - wp

for the lowpass filter approximation. Defining

A = -20 10glO 8,
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parameters: the length (M + 1) and a shape parameter {3. By varying (M + 1) and {3,
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lobe width. Figure 7.24(a) shows continuous envelopes of Kaiser windows of length
M + 1 = 21 for {3 = 0,3, and 6. Notice from Eq. (7.59) that the case {3 = 0 reduces to
the rectangular window. Figure 7 .24(b) shows the corresponding Fourier transforms of
the Kaiser windows in Figure 7 .24( a). Figure 7.24( c) shows Fourier transforms of Kaiser
windows with {3 = 6 and M = 10,20, and 40. The plots in Figs. 7.24(b) and (c) clearly
show that the desired trade-off can be achieved. If the window is tapered more, the
side lobes of the Fourier transform become smaller, but the main lobe becomes wider.
Figure 7.24(c) shows that increasing Mwhile holding {3 constant causes the main lobe
to decrease in width, but does not affect the amplitude of the side lobes. In fact, through
extensive numerical experimentation, Kaiser obtained a pair of formulas that permit
the filter designer to predict in advance the values of M and {3 needed to meet a given
frequency-selective filter specification. Figure 7.23 is also typical of approximations
obtained using the Kaiser window, and Kaiser (1974) found that, over a usefully wide
range of conditions, the peak approximation error (8 in Figure 7.23) is determined by the
choice of {3. Given that 8 is fixed, the passband cutoff frequency wp of the lowpass filter
is defined to be the highest frequency such that IH(ejW)1 :::: 1 - 8. The stopband cutoff
frequency Ws is defined to be the lowest frequency such that IH(ejW)1 :s 8. Therefore,
the transition region has width

flw = Ws - wp

for the lowpass filter approximation. Defining

A = -20 10glO 8,



(Recall that the case j3 = 0 is the rectangular window for which A = 21.) Furthermore,
Kaiser found that to achieve prescribed values of A and /'".w, M must satisfy

A-8
M = 5 . (7.63)2.28/'".w

Equation (7.63) predicts M to within ±2 over a wide range of values of /'".w and A. Thus,
with these formulas, the Kaiser window design method requires almost no iteration or
trial and error. Example 7.8 outlines and illustrates the procedure.

3. To determine the parameters of the Kaiser window, we first compute

Example 7.8 Kaiser Window Design of a Lowpass Fifter

Chap. 7Filter Design Techniques

A = -20 10glO8 = 60./':;.W = Ws - Wp = O.2n,

1. First the specifications must be established. This means selecting the desired wp

and Ws and the maximum tolerable approximation error. For window design,
the resulting filter will have the same peak error 8 in both the passband and the
stopband. For this example, we use the same specifications as in Examples 7.4,
7.5, and 7.6, i.e., wp = OAn, Ws = 0.6n, 81 = 0.01, and 82 = 0.001. Since filters
designed by the window method inherently have 81 = 82, we must set 8 = 0.001.

2. The cutoff frequency of the underlying ideallowpass filter must be found. Due
to the symmetry of the approximation at the discontinuity of Hd( ejW), we would
set

wp + Ws = 0.5n.
We = 2

We substitute these two quantities into Eqs. (7.62) and (7.63) to obtain the
required values of fJ and M. For this example the formulas predict

With the use of the design formulas for the Kaiser window, it is straightforward to
design an FIR lowpass filter to meet prescribed specifications. The procedure is as
follows:

476

4. The impulse response of the filter is computed using Eqs. (7.58) and (7.59). We
obtain

where a = Mj2 = 37/2 = 18.5. Since M = 37 is an odd integer, the resulting
linear-phase system would be of type II. (See Section 5.7.3 for the definitions
of the four types of FIR systems with generalized linear phase.) The response
characteristics of the filter are shown in Figure 7.25. Figure 7.25 (a), which shows
the impulse response. displays the characteristic symmetry of a type II system.
Figure 7.25(b), which shows the log magnitude response in dB, indicates that

otherwise,

0::: n :::M,

M=37.fJ = 5.653,

{ sinwc(n - a) . Io[fJ(l - [en - a)ja]Z)1/2]

h[n] = n(n - a) Io(fJ) ,

0,
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H(ejW) is zero at w = n or, equivalently, that H(z) has a zero at z = -1, as required
for a type II FIR system. Figure 7.25(c) shows the approximation error in the passband
and stopbands. This error function is defined as

(The error isnot defined in the transitionregion,OAn < w < 0.6n.) Note the symmetry
of the approximation error, and note also that the peak approximation error is slightly
greater than 8 = 0.001.Increasing M to 38results in a type I filter for which 8 = 0.0008.

Finally, observe that it is not necessary to plot either the phase or the group
delay, since we know that the phase is precisely linear and the delay is MI2
18.5 samples.

7.2.4 Relationship of the Kaiser Window to Other
Windows

The basic principle of the window design method is to truncate the ideal impulse re
sponse with a finite-length window such as one of those discussed in this section. The
corresponding effect in the frequency domain is that the ideal frequency response is
convolved with the Fourier transform of the window. If the ideal filter is a lowpass filter,
the discontinuity in its frequency response is smeared as the main lobe of the Fourier
transform of the window moves across the discontinuity in the ,convolution process.
To a first approximation, the width of the resulting transition band is determined by
the width of the main lobe of the Fourier transform of the window, and the passband
and stopband ripples are determined by the side lobes of the Fourier transform of the
window. Because the passband and stopband ripples are produced by integration of
the symmetric window side lobes, the ripples in the passband and the stopband are
approximately the same. Furthermore, to a very good approximation, the maximum
passband and stopband deviations are not dependent on M and can be changed only
by changing the shape of the windo\v used. This is illustrated by Kaiser's formula,
Eq. (7.62), for the window shape parameter, which is independent of M. The last two
columns of Table 7.1 compare the Kaiser window with the windows of Eqs. (7.47). The
fifth column gives the Kaiser window shape parameter that yields the same peak ap
proximation error (0) as the window indicated in the first column. The sixth column
shows the corresponding transition width (from Eq. 7.63) for filters designed with the
Kaiser window. This formula would be a much better predictor of the transition width
for the other windows than would the main-lobe width given in the third column of the
table.
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7.3 EXAMPLES OF FIR FILTER DESIGN BY THE I<AISERWINDOW METHOD Ftt·t

The use of the window method is, of course, not restricted to lowpass filters: Windows can
be used to truncate any ideal impulse response to obtain a causal FIR approximation.
In this section, we give several examples that illustrate the technique using the Kaiser

F
I'··
r~"Ii,;..



window. These examples also serve to point out some important properties of FIR
systems.

To design an FIR approximation to the highpass filter, we can proceed in a manner
similar to that of Example 7.8.
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(7.65)

(7.66)

(7.67)-00 < n < 00.

Iwi < We,

We < Iwi ::s n.

Examples of FIR Filter Design by the Kaiser Window Method

hh [n] = sinn(n - M12) _ sinwe(n - MI2),
p n(n - M12) n(n - M12)

Sec. 7.3

where Hlp(ejW) is given by Eq. (7.56). Thus, hhp[n] is

The cprresponding impulse response can be found by evaluating the inverse transform
of Hhp(ejW), or we can observe that

7.3.1 Highpass Filter

The ideal high pass filter with generalized linear phase has the frequency response

Example 7.9 Kaiser Window Design
of a Highpass Filter

Suppose that we wish to design a filter to meet the highpass specifications

where Ws = 0.35rr, wp = 0.5rr, and ,5t = 82 = 8 = 0.021. Since the ideal response
also has a discontinuity, we can apply Kaiser's formulas in Eqs. (7.62) and (7.63) to
estimate the required values of fJ = 2.6 and M = 24. Figure 7.26 shows the response
characteristics that result when a Kaiser window with these parameters is applied to
hhp[n) with We = (0.35rr +0.5rr)j2. Note that, since M is an even integer, the filter is a
type I FIR system with linear phase, and the delay is precisely Mj2 = 12 samples. In this
case, the actual peak approximation error is 8 = 0.0213 rather than 0.021, as specified.
Since the error is less than 0.021 everywhere except at the stopband edge, it is tempting
to simply increase M to 25, keeping fJ the same, thereby narrowing the transition region.
This type II filter, which is shown in Figure 7.27, is highly unsatisfactory, due to the
zero of H(z) that is forced by the linear phase constraint to be at z = -1, i.e., W = rr.
Although increasing the order by 1 leads to a worse result, increasing M to 26 would, of
course, lead to a type I system that would exceed the specifications. Clearly, type II FIR
linear-phase systems are generally not appropriate approximations for either highpass
or bandstop filters.



Figure 7.26 Response functions for type I FIR highpass filter. (a) Impulse
response (M = 24). (b) Log magnitude. (c) Approximation error.
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Figure 7.27 Response functions for type II FIR highpass filter. (a) Impulse re
sponse (M = 25). (b) Log magnitude of Fourier transform. (c) Approximation
error.
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Figure 7.28 Ideal frequency response
for multiband filter.
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The previous discussion of highpass filter design can be generalized to the case of multi
ple passbands and stopbands. Figure 7.28 shows an ideal multiband frequency-selective
frequency response. This generalized multiband filter includes lowpass, highpass, band
pass, and bandstop filters as special cases. If such a magnitude function is multiplied by
a linear phase factor e-jwM/2, the corresponding ideal impulse response is

where Nmb is the number of bands and GNmb+1 = O.If hmb[nJ is multiplied by a Kaiser
window, the type of approximations that we have observed at the single discontinuity of
the lowpass and highpass systems will occur at each of the discontinuities. The behavior
will be the same at each discontinuity, provided that the discontinuities are far enough
apart. Thus, Kaiser's formulas for the window parameters can be applied to this case to
predict approximation errors and transition widths. Note that the approximation errors
will be scaled by the size of the jump that produces them. That is, if a discontinuity of
unity produces a peak error of 8, then a discontinuity of one-half will have a peak error
of 812.

Nmb

hmb[nJ = I)Gk _ Gk+1) sin wk(n - M12)
k=l rr(n - M12) ,

(7.68)

;.... i

!

7.3.2 Discrete-Time Differentiators

As illustrated in Example 4.5, sometimes it is of interest to obtain samples of the deriva
tive of a bandlimited signal from samples of the signal itself. Since the Fourier transform
of the derivative of a continuous-time signal is jQ times the Fourier transform of the
signal, it follows that, for bandlirnited signals, a discrete-time system with frequency re
sponse (j wiT) for -rr < w < rr (and that is periodic, with period 2rr) will yield output
samples that are equal to samples of the derivative of the continuous-time signal. A
system with this property is referred to as a discrete-time differentia tor.

For an ideal discrete-time differentiator with a linear phase, the appropriate fre
quency response 1S

-rr < (I) < rr. (7.69)
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hdiff[n] = _co_s_Jr_(_n_-_M_/2_)__ si_n_Jr_(n_-_M_/2_),
(n- M12) Jr(n- M12)2

To illustrate the window design of a differentiator, suppose M = 10 and f3 = 2.4. The
resulting response characteristics are shown in Figure 7.29. Figure 7.29(a) shows the
antisymmetric impulse response. Since M is even, the system is a type III linear-phase
system, which implies that H(z) has zeros at both z = +1(w = 0) and z = -1 (w = iT).

This is clearly displayed in the magnitude response shown in Figure 7.29(b). The phase
is exact, since type III systems have a iT j2-radian constant phase shift plus a linear
phase corresponding in this case to MI2 = 5 samples delay. Figure 7.29(c) shows the
amplitude approximation error

where Ao(eiw) is the amplitude of the approximation. (Note that the error is large
around w = iT and is not plotted for frequencies above w = 0.8iT.) Clearly, the linearly
increasing magnitude is not achieved over the whole band, and, obviously, the relative
error (i.e., Ediff(W)jW) is very large for low frequencies or high frequencies (around
w = iT).

Type IV linear-phase systems do not constrain H(z) to have a zero at z = -l.
This type of system leads to much better approximations to the amplitude function,
as shown in Figure 7.30, for M = 5 and f3 = 2.4. In this case, the amplitude ap

~ proximation error is very small up to and beyond w = 0.8iT. The phase for this
. system is again a iT j2-radian constant phase shift plus a linear phase correspond

ing to a delay of Mj2 = 2.5 samples. This noninteger delay is the price paid for
the exceedingly good amplitude approximation. Instead of obtaining samples of the
derivative of the continuous-time signal at the original sampling times t = nT, we
obtain samples of the derivative at times t = (n - 2.5)T. However, in many appli
cations this noninteger delay may not cause a problem, or it could be compensated
for by other noninteger delays in a more complex system involving other linear-phase
filters.

(We have omitted the factor liT.) The corresponding ideal impulse response is

If hdiff[n] is multiplied by a symmetric window of length (M +1), then it is easily shown
that h[n] = -h[M - n]. Thus, the resulting system is either a type III or a type IV
generalized linear-phase system.

Since Kaiser's formulas were developed for frequency responses with simple mag
nitude discontinuities, it is not straightforward to apply them to differentia tors wherein
the discontinuity in the ideal frequency response is introduced by the phase. Neverthe
less, as we show in the next example, the window method is very effective in designing
such systems.

Sec. 7.3
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Response functions for type IV FIR discrete-time differentiator.
(a) Impulse response (M = 5). (b) Magnitude. (c) Approximation error.



The design of FIR filters by windowing is straightforward and is quite general, even
though it has a number of limitations. However, we often wish to design a filter that is
the "best" that can be achieved for a given value of M. It is meaningless to discuss this
question in the absence of an approximation criterion. For example, in the case of the
window design method, it follows from the theory of Fourier series that the rectangular
window provides the best mean-square approximation to a desired frequency response
for a given value of M. That is,

7.4 OPTIMUM APPROXIMATIONS OF FIR FILTERS
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minimizes the expression

h[n] = {hd[n],0,
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O:s n:S M,
otherwise,
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(7.72)
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and then to insert a delay sufficient to make it causal. Consequently, we consider he[n]

satisfying the condition of Eq. (7.74). The corresponding frequency response is given by

(7.73)

(7.74)

(7.75)

L

Ae(ej'V) = L he[n]e-j,vll.
n=-L

(See Problem 7.32.) However, as we have seen, this approximation criterion leads to
adverse behavior at discontinuities of Hd(ejW). Furthermore, the window method does
not permit individual control over the approximation errors in different bands. For
many applications, better filters result from a minimax strategy (minimization of the
maximum errors) or a frequency-weighted error criterion. Such designs can be achieved
using algorithmic techniques.

As the previous examples show, frequency-selective filters designed by windowing
often have the property that the error is greatest on either side' of a discontinuity of
the ideal frequency response, and the error becomes smaller for frequencies away from
the discontinuity. Furthermore, as suggested by Figure 7.23, such filters typically result
in approximately equal errors in the passband and stopband. (See Figures 7.25(c) and
7.26(c), for example.) We have already seen that, for IIR filters, if the approximation
error is spread out uniformly in frequency and if the passband and stopband ripples are
adjusted separately, a given design specification can be met with a lower order filter than
if the approximation just meets the specification at one freqeency and far exceeds it at
others. This intuitive notion is confirmed for FIR systems by a theorem to be discussed
later in the section.

In the following discussion, we consider a particularly effective and widely used
algorithmic procedure for the design of FIR filters with a generalized linear phase.
Although we consider only type I filters in detail, where appropriate we indicate how
the results apply to types II, III, and IV generalized linear-phase filters.

In designing a causal type I linear-phase FIR filter, it is convenient first to consider
the design of a zero-phase filter, i.e., one for which
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w Figure 7.31 Tolerance scheme and
ideal response for lowpass filter.

cos(wn) = Tn(cosw).

h[n] = he[n - M12] = h[M - n]
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and frequency response

with L = MI2 an integer, or, because of Eq. (7.74),

L

Ae(eiw) = he [0] + L2he[n] cos(wn).
n=l

Figure 7.31 shows a tolerance scheme for an approximation to a lowpass filter with a
real function such as Ae(eiw). Unity is to be approximated in the band 0::: Iwl ::: wp with
maximum absolute error 81, and zero is to be approximated in the band Ws ::: Iwl ::: J[

with maximum absolute error 82. An algorithmic technique for designing a filter to
meet these specifications must, in effect, systematically vary the (L + 1) unconstrained
impulse response values he[n], where 0 ::S n ::S L. Design algorithms have been devel
oped in which some of the parameters L, 81, 82, wp, and Ws are fixed and an iterative
procedure is used to obtain optimum adjustments of the remaining parameters. Two
distinct approaches have been developed. Herrmann (1970), Herrmann and Schussler
(1970a), and Hofstetter et a1. (1971) developed procedures in which L, 81, and 82 are
fixed and wp and Ws are variable. Parks and McClellan (1972a, 1972b), McClellan and
Parks (1973), and Rabiner (1972a, 1972b) developed procedures in which L, wp, Ws and
the ratio 01102 are fixed and 01 (or (2) is variable. Since the time when these different
approaches were developed, the Parks-McClellan algorithm has become the dominant
method for optimum design of FIR filters. This is because it is the most flexible and the
most computation ally efficient. Thus, we will discuss only that algorithm here.

The Parks-McClellan algorithm is based on reformulating the filter design prob
lem as a problem in polynomial approximation. Specifically. the terms cos(evn) in
Eq. (7.76) can be expressed as a sum of powers of cos w in the form

Note that Ae( eiw) is a real, even, and periodic function of w. A causal system can be ob
tained from he[n] by delaying it by L = MI2 samples. The resulting system has impulse
response

Sec. 7.4



7More specifically, Tn (x ) is the nth-order Chebyshev polynomial, defined as Tn(x) = cos(n cos-1 x).

(7.85)

(7.84)

(7.83)
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W(w) = { ~1,

where the weighting function W(w) incorporates the approximation error parameters
into the design process. In this design method, the error function E(w), the weighting
function W(w), and the desired frequency response Hd( ejW) are defined only over closed
subintervals of 0 ~ w ~ Jr. For example, to approximate a lowpass filter, these functions
are defined for ° ~w ~ wp and Ws ~ w ~ Jr. The approximating function Ae( ejW) is not
constrained in the transition region(s) (e.g., wp < w < ws), and it may take any shape
necessary to achieve the desired response in the other subintervals.

For example, suppose that we wish to obtain an approximation as in Figure 7.31,
where L, wp, and Ws are fixed design parameters. For this case,

. {1, ° ~w ~ wp,
Hd(e1W) =

0, Ws ~ W ~ Jr.

The weighting function W(w) allows us to weight the approximation errors differently
in the different approximation intervals. For the lowpass filter approximation problem,
the weighting function is

where K = 01/02' If Ae(ejW) is as shown in Figure 7.32, the weighted approximation
error, E(w) in Eq. (7.83), would be as indicated in Figure 7.33. Note that with this

L

P(x) = ~ akxk. (7.82)
k=O

We will see that it is not necessary to know the relationship between the ak's and he[n]

(although a formula can be obtained); it is enough to know that Ae( ejW) can be expressed
as the Lth-degree trigonometric polynomial of Eq. (7.80).

The key to gaining control over wp and Ws is to fix them at their desired values and
let 01 and 02 vary. Parks and McClellan (1972a, 1972b) showed that with L, wp, and Ws

fixed, the frequency-selective filter design problem becomes a problem in Chebyshev ap
proximation over disjoint sets, an important problem in approximation theory and one
for which several useful theorems and procedures have been developed. (See Cheney,
1982.) To formalize the approximation problem in this case, let us define an approxi
mation error function

where Tn(x) is an nth-order polynomial? Consequently, Eq. (7.76) can be rewritten as
an Lth-order polynomial in cos w, namely,

L

Ae(ejW) = I>k(cosw)k, (7.80)
k=O

where the ak's are constants that are related to he[ n], the values of the impulse response.
With the substitution x = cos w, we can express Eq. (7.80) as

Ae(ejW) = P(x)lx=cosw, (7.81)

where P(x) is the Lth-order polynomial
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7T w Figure 7.32 Typical frequency
response meeting the specifications of
Figure 7.31.
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E(w)

Alternation Theorem: Let Fp denote the closed subset consisting of the disjoint union of
closed subsets of the real axis x. Then

min (max IE(w)I),{h,[n];O.::;n.::;L} WEF

P(x) = Lakxk
k=O

is an rth-order polynomial. Also, Dp(x) den;)tes a given desired function of x that is

where F is the closed subset of 0 S w S ;r such that 0 S w S wp or Ws S w S ;r. Thus,
we seek the set of impulse response values that minimizes 0 in Figure 7.33.

Parks and McClellan (1972a, 1972b) applied the following theorem of approxi
mation theory to this filter design problem.

Sec. 7.4

weighting, the maximum weighted absolute approximation error is 0 = 02 in both
bands.

The particular criterion used in this design procedure is the so-called minimax or
Chebyshev criterion, where, within the frequency intervals of interest (the passband and
stopband for a lowpass filter), we seek a frequency response Ae(ejW) that minimizes the
maximum weighted approximation error ofEq. (7.83). Stated more compactly, the best
approximation is to be found in the sense of



At first glance, it may seem to be difficult to relate this formal theorem to the
problem of filter design. However, in the discussion that follows, all of the elements of
the theorem will be shown to be important in developing the design algorithm. To aid in
understanding the alternation theorem, in Section 7.4.1 we will interpret it specifically
for the design of a type I lowpass filter. Before proceeding to apply the alternation
theorem to filter design, however, we illustrate in Example 7.11 how the theorem is
applied to polynomials.

Example 7.11 Alternation Theorem and Polynomials

A necessary and sufficient condition that P(x) be the unique rth-order polynomial that
minimizes IIEII is that Ep(x) exhibit at least (r + 2) alternations; i.e., there must exist at
least (r + 2) values Xi in Fp such that Xl < X2 < ... < Xr+2 and such that Ep(Xi) =
-Ep(Xi+l) = ± IIEll for i = 1. 2, ... , (r + 1).

Chap. 7Filter Design Techniques

IIEII = maxIEp(x)l.
XEFp

Ep(x) = Wp(x)[Dp(x) - P(x)].

The alternation theorem provides a necessary and sufficient condition for a polynomial
to satisfy in order that it be the polynomial that minimizes the maximum weighted error
for a given order. To illustrate how the theorem is applied, suppose we want to examine
polynomials P(x) that approximate unity for -1 :s: X :s: -0.1 and zero for 0.1:s: X :s: 1.
Consider three such polynomials, as shown in Figure 7.34. Each of these polynomials
is of fifth order, and we would like to determine which, if any, satisfy the alternation
theorem. The closed subsets of the real axis x referred to in the theorem are the regions
-1 :s: x :s: -0.1 and 0.1 :s: x :s: 1. We will weight errors equally in both regions, i.e.,

Wp(x) = 1.
According to the alternation theorem, the optimal fifth-order polynomial must

exhibit at least seven alternations of the error in the regions corresponding to the

closed subset Fp. PI (x) has only five alternations-three in the region -1 :s: x :s: -0.1
and two in the region 0.1 :s: x :s: 1. The point with zero slope that does not touch the
dotted line is not an alternation, because it does not reach the positive extreme value.
The alternation theorem specifies that adjacent alternations must alternate sign, so the
extremal value at x = 1 cannot be an alternation either, since the previous alternation
was a negative extremal value at the first point with zero slope in 0.1 :s: x :s: 1.

P2(X) also has only five alternations and thus is not optimaL Specifically, P2(X)

has three alternations in -1 :s: x :s: -0.1, but again, only two alternations in 0.1 :s: x :s:

1. The difficulty occurs because x = 0.1 is not a positive extremal value. The previous
alternation at x = -0.1 is a negative extremal value, so we need a positive extremal
value for the next alternation. The first point with zero slope inside 0.1 :s: x :s: 1 also
cannot be counted, since it is a negative extremal value. like x = -0.1, and does not
alternate sign. We can count the second point with zero slope in this region and x = 1,
giving two alternations in 0.1 :s: x :s: 1 and a total of 5.

is the weighted error. The maximum error is defined as

continuous on Fp; Wp(x) is a positive function, continuous on Fp, and
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(7.86)

(7.89)

Figure 7.34 Fifth-order polynomials for Example 7.11.

Ep(coscU) = Wp(cosw)[Dp(cosw) - P(cosw)].

Optimum Approximations of FIR Filters

P3(X) has eight alternations; all points of zero slope, x = -1, x = -0.1, x = 0.1
and x = 1. Since eight alternations satisfies the alternation theorem, which specifies a
minimum of seven, P3(X) is the unique optimal fifth-order pOlynomial approximation
for this region.

Sec. 7.4

7.4.1 Optima' Type' Lowpass Filters

For type I filters, the polynomial P(x) is the cosine polynomial Ae(ejW) in Eq. (7.80),
with the transformation of variable x = cos wand r = L:

L

P(cosw) = Lak(cosw)k.
k=O

And the weighted approximation error is

Dp(x) is the desired lowpass filter frequency response in Eq. (7.84), with x = cos w:

Dp(cosw) = {1, coswp:S cosw:s 1, (7.87)0, -1:::: cosw :s COSWS'

Wp( cos w) is given by Eq. (7.85), rephrased in terms of cos w:

Wp(cosw) = {~' coswp:s casw:s 1, (7.88)1, -1 :s cos w :s cos WS'



The closed subset Fp is made up of the union of the intervals 0 ::::W :::: wp and
Ws :::: W :::: 7f, or, in terms of cos w, of the intervals cos wp ::::cos w ::::~ and -1 ::::cos w ::::
cos Ws. The alternation theorem then states that a set of coefficients ak in Eq. (7.86) will
correspond to the filter representing the unique best approximation to the ideallowpass
filter with the ratio 01102 fixed at K and with passband and stopband edges wp and Ws

if and only if Ep(cosw) exhibits at least (L+ 2) alternations on Fp, i.e., if and only if
Ep( cos w) alternately equals plus and minus its maximum value at least (L + 2) times.
Such approximations are called equiripple approximations.

Figure 7.35 shows a filter frequency response that is optimal according to the
alternation theorem for L = 7. In this figure, Ae(ejW) is plotted against w. To formally
test the alternation theorem, we should first redraw Ae(ejW) as a function of x = cos w.
Furthermore, we want to explicitly examine the alternations of Ep(x). Consequently, in
Figure 7.36(a), (b), and (c), we show P(x), Wp(x), and Ep(x), respectively, as a function
of x = cas w. In this example, where L = 7, we see that there are nine alternations
of the error. Consequently, the alternation theorem is satisfied. An important point is
that, in counting alternations, we include the points cos wp and cos ws, since, according
to the alternation theorem, the subsets (or subintervals) included in Fp are closed, i.e.,
the endpoints of the intervals are counted. While this might seem to be a small issue, it
is in fact very significant, as we will see.

Comparing Figures 7.35 and 7.36 suggests that when the desired filter is a lowpass
filter (or any piecewise-constant filter) we could actually count the alternations by
direct examination of the frequency response, keeping in mind that the maximum error
is different (in the ratio K = 01/(2) in the passband and stopband.

The alternation theorem states that the optimum filter must have a minimum
of (L + 2) alternations, but does not exclude the possibility of more than (L + 2) t·-.';

T••. ~
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Figure 7.35 Typical example of a lowpass filter approximation that is optimal
according to the alternation theorem for L = 7.
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alternations. In fact, we will show that for a lowpass filter, the maximum possible number
of alternations is (L+ 3). First, however, we illustrate this in Figure 7.37 for L = 7. Fig
ure 7.37(a) has L + 3 = 10 alternations, while Figures 7.37(b), (c), and (d) each have
L+ 2 = 9 alternations. The case of L+ 3 alternations (Figure 7.37a) is often referred to
as the extraripple case. Note that for the extraripple filter, there are alternations at W = 0
and Jr, as well as at w = wp and w = ws, i.e., at all the band edges. For Figures 7.37(b)
and (c), there are again alternations at wp and ws, but not at both w = 0 and w = Jr. In
Figure 7.37(d), there are alternations at 0, Jr, wp, and ws, but there is one less extremum
(point of zero slope) inside the stopband. We also observe that all of these cases are
equiripple inside the passband and stopband; i.e., all points of zero slope inside the
interval 0 < w < Jr are frequencies at which the magnitude of the weighted error is
maximal. Finally, because all of the filters in Figure 7.37 satisfy the alternation theorem
for L = 7 and for the same value of K = ojl02, it follows that Wp and/or Ws must be
different for each, since the alternation theorem states that the optimum filter under
the conditions of the theorem is unique.

Figure 7.36 Equivalent polynomial approximation functions as a function of x = cos cu.

(a) Approximating polynomial. (b) Weighting function. (c) Approximation error.
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Figure 7.37 Possible optimum
lowpass filter approximations for L = 7.
(a) L + 3 alternations (extraripple case).
(b) L + 2 alternations (extremum at
W = Jr). (c) L + 2 alternations
(extremum at w = 0). (d) L + 2
alternations (extremum at both w = 0
and w = Jr).
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lowpass filter approximations for L = 7.
(a) L + 3 alternations (extraripple case).
(b) L + 2 alternations (extremum at
W = Jr). (c) L + 2 alternations
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The properties referred to in the preceding paragraph for the filters in Figure 7.37
result from the alternation theorem. Specifically we will show that for type I lowpass
filters:

• The maximum possible number of alternations of the error is (L + 3).

• Alternations will always occur at wp and WS'

• All points with zero slope inside the passband and all points with zero slope inside
the stopband (for 0 < w < wp and Ws < w < Jr) will correspond to alternations;
i.e., the filter will be equiripple, except possibly at w = 0 and w = Jr .

Sec. 7.4 Optimum Approximations of FIR Filters 495

The maximum possible number of alternations is (L + 3)

Reference to Figure 7.35 or Figure 7.37 suggests that the maximum possible number of
locations for extrema, or alternations, are the four band edges (w = 0, Tr, wp, ws) and
the local extrema, i.e., the frequencies at which Ae(ejW) has zero slope. Since an Lth
degree polynomial can have at most (L - 1) points with zero slope in an open interval,
the maximum possible number of locations for alternations are the (L - 1) extrema of
the polynomial plus the four band edges, a total of (L+ 3). In considering extrema and
points with zero slope for trigonometric polynomials, it is important to observe that the
trigonometric polynomial

L

P(cosw) = Zak(cosw)k, (7.90)
k=O

when considered as a function of w, will always have zero slope at w = 0 and w = Jr, even
though P(x) considered as a function of x may not have zero slope at the corresponding
points x = 1 and x = -1. This is because

(7.91)

(L~l )= -sinw \£;(k+l)ak+1(coSWl ,
which is always zero at w = 0 and w = Tr, as well as at the (L-1) roots ofthe (L-l)st
order polynomial represented by the sum. This behavior at w = 0 and w = Tr is evident
in Figure 7.37. In Figure 7.37(d), it happens that both sin wand

L

L kak(cosw)k-l
k=O

are zero in Equation (7.91); i.e., the polynomial P(x) also has zero slope at x = -1 =
COSTr .

Alternations always occur at wp and Ws

For all of the frequency responses in Figure 7.37, Ae(ejiV) is exactly equal to 1 - 81 at
the passband edge wp and exactly equal to +82 at the stopband edge Ws• To suggest why
this must always be the case, let us consider whether the filter in Figure 7.37(a) could



The filter will be equiripple except possibly at w = 0 or w = 1T

The argument here is very similar to the one used to show that both wp and Ws must
be alternations. Suppose, for example, that the filter in Figure 7.37(a) was modified as
indicated in Figure 7.39, so that one point with zero slope did not achieve the maximum
error. Then, while the maximum error occurs at nine frequencies, only eight of these
can be counted as alternations. Consequently, eliminating one ripple as a point of max-

also be optimal if we decreased wp as indicated in Figure 7.38. The frequencies at which
the magnitude of the maximum weighted error are equal are the frequencies W = 0, WI,

W2, ws, W3, W4, W5, W6, and W = Jr, for a total of (L+ 2) = 9. However, not all of the
frequencies are alternations, since, to be counted in the alternation theorem, the error
must altemale between 8 = ±II E II at these frequencies. Therefore, because the error
is negative at both W2 and ws, the frequencies counted in the alternation theorem are
W = 0, WI, W2, W3, W4, W5, W6, and Jr, for a total of 8. Since (L + 2) = 9, the conditions
or the alternation theorem are not satisfied, and the frequency response of Figure 7.38
is not optimal with wp and Ws as indicated. In other words, the removal of wp as an
alternation frequency removes two alternations. Since the maximum number is (L+ 3),
this leaves at most (L + 1), which is not a sufficient number. An identical argument
would hold if Ws were removed as an alternation frequency. A similar argument can
be constructed for highpass filters, but this is not necessarily the case for bandpass or
multiband filters. (See Problem 7.57.)
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Figure 7.38 Illustration that the
passband edge Wp must be an
alternation frequency.

Figure 7.39 Illustration that the
frequency response must be equiripple
in the approximation bands.
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I imum error reduces the number of alternations by two, leaving (L+ 1) as the maximum
possible number.

The foregoing represent only a few of many properties that can be inferred from
the alternation theorem. A variety of others are discussed in Rabiner and Gold (1975).
Furthermore, we have considered only type I lowpass filters. While a much broader
and detailed discussion of type II, III, and IV filters or filters with more general desired
frequency responses is beyond the scope of this book, we briefly consider type II lowpass
filters to further emphasize a number of aspects of the alternation theorem.

7.4.2 Optima' Type II Lowpass Filters

A type II causal filter is a filter for which h[ n] = 0 outside the range 0 :S n :s M, with
the filter length (M + 1) even, i.e., M odd, and with the symmetry property

h[n] = h[M - n]. (7.92)

Consequently, the frequency response H(ejW) can be expressed in the form

Letting b[n] = 2h[(M + 1)/2 - n], n = 1,2, ... , (M + 1)/2, we can rewrite Eq. (7.93) as

(7.95)

(7.94)

(7.93)

(7.96a)

(7.96b)

L

P(cosw) = ~ak(cosw)k
k=O

H(ejW) = e-jwM/2cos(w/2)P(cosw),

(M-l)/2 [(M)]H(ejW) = e-jwM/2 L 2h[n] cos w 2 - n .
n=O

(M+l)/2 1 [(M-l)/2 ]~ b[n]Cos[w(n-2:)] =cos(w/2) ?; b[n]cos(wn)

where

(See Problem 7.52.) The summation on the right-hand side of Eq. (7.95) can now be
represented as a trigonometric polynomial P( cos w) so that

To apply the alternation theorem to the design of type II filters, we must be able
to identify the problem as one of polynomial approximation. To accomplish this, we
express the summation in Eq. (7.94) in the form

I
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and L = (M -1)/2. The coefficients ak in Eq. (7.96b) are related to the coefficients b[n)
in Eq. (7.95), which in turn are related to the coefficients b[n) = 2h[(M + 1)/2 - n) in
Eq. (7.94). As in the type I case, it is not necessary to obtain an explicit relationship
between the impulse response and the ak's. We now can apply the alternation theorem
to the weighted error between P( cas w) and the desired frequency response. For a
type I lowpass filter with a specified ratio K of passband to stopband ripple, the desired
function is given by Eq. (7.84), and the weighting function for the error is given by
Eq. (7.85). For type II lowpass filters, because of the presence of the factor cos(wj2) in
Eq. (7.96a), the function to be approximated by the polynomial P(cosw) is defined as P.i:

(7.97)

and the weighting function to be applied to the error is

{ cos(w/2)

W(w) = Wp(cosw) = K'

cos(w/2), ws :::: w ::::Jr.

(7.98)

Consequently, type II filter design is a different polynomial approximation prob
lem than type I filter design.

In this section we have only outlined the design of type II filters, principally to
highlight the requirement that the design problem first be formulated as a polynomial
approximation problem. A similar set of issues arises in the design of type III and type IV
linear-phase FIR filters. Specifically, these classes also can be formulated as polynomial
approximation problems, but in each class the weighting function applied to the error
has a trigonometricform,just as it does for type II filters. (See Problem 7.52.) A detailed
discussion of the design and properties of these classes of filters can be found in Rabiner
and Gold (1975).

The details of the formulation of the problem for type I and type II linear-phase
systems have been illustrated for the case of che lowpass filter. However, the discussion
of type II systems in particular should suggest that there is great flexibility in the choice
of both the desired response function Hd(ejW) and the weighting function W(w). For
example, the weighting function can be defined in terms of the desired function so as to
yield equiripple percentage error approximation. This approach is valuable in designing
type III and type IV differentia tor systems.

7.4.3 The Parks-McClellan Algorithm

The alternation theorem gives necessary and sufficient conditions on the error for op
timality in the Chebyshev or minimax sense. Although the theorem does not state
eXplicitly how to find the optimum filter. the conditions that are presented serve as the
basis for an efficient algorithm for finding it. While our discussion is phrased in terms
of type I lowpass filters, the algorithm easily generalizes.

,
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(7.99)

(7.101)

(7.102)

(7.103a)

.•. ,~~

i = 1,2, ... , (L + 2),

XL

1

1

W~l,) [ aD ] [H,(ei"') 1

xL

-- al Hd(eJW2)2 W(W2) . = . ,(7.100)..
. .

L

(_1)L+2 I 8 Hd(ejWL+2)

XL+2
W(WL+2)

L+1

2.)dk/(x - Xk)]Ck

Ae(ej",) = P(casw) = _k=-I.~-I-----
L[dk/(x - Xk)]
k=1

Optimum Approximations of FIR Filters

where 8 is the optimum error and Ae(ejW) is given by either Eq. (7.76) or Eq. (7.80).
Using Eq. (7.80) for Ae(ejW), we can write these equations as

where Xi = cas Wi. This set of equations serves as the basis for an iterative algorithm
for finding the optimum Ae(ejW). The procedure begins by guessing a set of alternation
frequencies Wi for i = 1,2, ... , (L + 2). Note that wp and Ws are fixed and, based
on our discussion in Section 7.4.1, are necessarily members of the set of alternation
frequencies. Specifically, if We = wp, then We+l = Ws. The set of equations (7.100) could
be solved for the set of coefficients ak and 8. However, a more efficient alternative is to
use polynomial interpolation. In particular, Parks and McClellan (1972a, 1972b) found
that, for the given set of the extremal frequencies,

From the alternation theorem, we know that the optimum filter Ae( ejW) will satisfy
the set of equations

where

Sec. 7.4

and, as before, Xi = COS Wi. That is, if Ae (ejW) is determined by the set of coefficients ak

that satisfy Eq. (7.100), with 8 given by Eq. (7.101), then the error function goes through I.

±8 at the (L + 2) frequencies Wi, or, equivalently, Ae(ejW) has values 1 ± K8 if 0 :::;Wi

S wp and ±8 if Ws S Wi :::; 1T. Now, since Ae(ejW) is known to be an Lth-order trigonom
etric polynomial, we can interpolate a trigonometric polynomial through (L + 1) of the
(L + 2) known values E(Wi) (or equivalently, Ae(ejwi». Parks and McClellan used the
Lagrange interpolation formula to obtain
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where x = COSW, Xi = COSWi,
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(7.103b)

and

(7.103c)
L+1 1

dk = IT ( ) = bk(Xk - XL+z),Xk-X'i=l Ii#
Although only the frequencies WI, WZ, ... , WL+l are used in fitting the Lth-degree

polynomial, we can be assured that the polynomial also takes on the correct value at
WL+Z because Eqs. (7.100) are satisfied by the resulting Ae(ejW).

Now Ae(ejW) is available at any desired frequency, without the need to solve the
set of equations (7.100) for the coefficients ak. The polynomial of Eq. (7.103a) can be
used to evaluate Ae(ejW) and also E(w) on a dense set of frequencies in the passband and
stopband. If IE(w)1 .::::0 for all W in the passband and stopband, then the optimum ap
proximation has been found. Otherwise we must find a new set of extremal frequencies.

Figure 7.40 shows a typical example for a type I lowpass filter before the optimum
has been found. Clearly, the set offrequencies Wi used to find 0 (as represented by open
circles in the figure) was such that 0 was too small. Adopting the philosophy of the Re
mez method, we find that the extremal frequencies are exchanged for a completely new
set defined by the (L + 2) largest peaks of the error curve. The points marked with x
would be the new set of frequencies for the example shown in the figure. As before, wp

and Ws must be selected as extremal frequencies. Recall that there. are at most (L - 1)
local minima and maxima in the open intervals 0 < W < wp and Ws < W < If. The
remaining extrema can be at either W = 0 or W = If. If there is a maximum of the error
function at both 0 and If, then the frequency at which the greatest error occurs is taken
as the new estimate of the frequency of the remaining extremum. The cyc1e-computing
the value of 0, fitting a polynomial to the assumed error peaks, and then locating the
actual error peaks-is repeated until 0 does not change from its previous value by more
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Figure 7.40 Illustration of the
Parks-McClellan algorithm for
equiripple approximation.
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Figure 7.41 Flowchart of
Parks-McClellan algorithm.

Yes I Retain (L + 2)
largest

extrema

Best approximation

Optimum Approximations of FIR Filters

Initial guess of
(L + 2) extremal frequencies

Calculate error E(w)
and find local maxima

where IE(w)1 ~ 0

than a prescribed small amount. This value of 0 is then the desired minimum maximum
weighted approximation error.

A flowchart for the Parks-McClellan algorithm is shown in Figure 7.41. In this
algorithm, all the impulse response values he[nJ are implicitly varied on each iteration
to obtain the desired optimal approximation, but the values of he [n J are never explicitly
computed. After the algorithm has converged, the impulse response can be computed
from samples of the polynomial representation using the discrete Fourier transform, as
will be discussed in Chapter 8.

Sec. 7.4

7.4.4 Characteristics of Optimum FIR Filters

Optimum lowpass FIR filters have the smallest maximum weighted approximation error
o for prescribed passband and stopband edge frequencies wp and WS' For the weighting
function of Eq. (7.85), the resulting maximum stopband approximation error is 02= 0,
and the maximum passband approximation error is 0 l = K o. In Figure 7.42, we illustrate
how 0 varies with the order of the filter and the passband cutoff frequency. For this ex
ample, K = 1 and the transition width is fixed at (ws - wp) = O.2Jl". The curves show that
as wp increases, the error 0 attains local minima. These minima on the curves correspond

Changed
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Figure 7.42 Illustration of the
dependence of passband and stopband
error on cutoff frequency for optimal
approximations of a lowpass filter. For
this example, K = 1 and
(ws - wp) = 0.2rr.
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to the extraripple (L +3 extrema) filters. All points between the minima correspond to
filters that are optimal according to the alternation theorem. The filters for M = 8 and
M = 10 are type I filters, while M = 9 and M = 11 correspond to a type II filter. It is
interesting to note that, for some choices of parameters, a shorter filter (M = 9) may be
better (i.e., it yields a smaller error) than a longer filter (M = 10). This may at first seem
surprising and even contradictory. However, the cases M = 9 and M = 10 represent fun
damentally different types of filters. Interpreted another way, filters for M = 9 cannot
be considered to be special cases of M = 10 with one point set to zero, since this would
violate the linear-phase symmetry requirement. On the other hand, M = 8 could always
be thought of as a special case of M = 10 with the first and last samples set to zero. For
that reason, an optimal filter for M = 8 cannot be better than one for M = 10. This re
striction can be seen in Figure 7.42, where the curve for M = 8 is always above or equal
to the one for M = 10. The points at which the two curves touch correspond to identical
impulse responses, with the M = 10 filter having the first and last points equal to zero.

Herrmann et al. (1973) did an extensive computational study of the relationships
among the parameters M, 01, 02, wp, and Ws for equiripple lowpass approximations, and
Kaiser (1974) subsequently obtained the simplified formula

M = _-_1_0 1_0_gl_0_( 0_10_2_)_-_1_3
2.324~w '

where ~W = Ws - wp, as a fit to their data. By comparing Eq. (7.104) with the design
formula ofEq. (7.63) for the Kaiser window method, we can see that, for the comparable
case (01 = 02 = 0), the optimal approximations provide about 5 dB better approxima
tion error for a given value of M. Another important advantage of the equiripple filters
is that oland 02 need not be equal, as must be the case for the window method.

..
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violate the linear-phase symmetry requirement. On the other hand, M = 8 could always
be thought of as a special case of M = 10 with the first and last samples set to zero. For
that reason, an optimal filter for M = 8 cannot be better than one for M = 10. This re
striction can be seen in Figure 7.42, where the curve for M = 8 is always above or equal
to the one for M = 10. The points at which the two curves touch correspond to identical
impulse responses, with the M = 10 filter having the first and last points equal to zero.

Herrmann et al. (1973) did an extensive computational study of the relationships
among the parameters M, 01, 02, wp, and Ws for equiripple lowpass approximations, and
Kaiser (1974) subsequently obtained the simplified formula

M = _-_1_0 1_0_gl_0_( 0_10_2_)_-_1_3
2.324~w '

where ~W = Ws - wp, as a fit to their data. By comparing Eq. (7.104) with the design
formula ofEq. (7.63) for the Kaiser window method, we can see that, for the comparable
case (01 = 02 = 0), the optimal approximations provide about 5 dB better approxima
tion error for a given value of M. Another important advantage of the equiripple filters
is that oland 02 need not be equal, as must be the case for the window method.
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Examples of FIR Equiripple Approximation

7.5.1 Lowpass Filter

For the lowpass filter case, we again approximate the set of specifications used in Ex
amples 704, 7.5, 7.6, and 7.8 so that we can compare all the major design methods
on the same lowpass filter specifications. These specifications call for wp = OAn, Ws =
0.6n, 01 = 0.01, and02 = 0.001.Incontrasttothewindowmethod, the Parks-McClellan
algorithm can accommodate the different approximation error in the passband versus
that in the stopband by fixing the weighting function parameter at K = 01102 = 10.

Substituting the foregoing specifications into Eq. (7.104) and rounding up yields
the estimate M = 26 for the value of M that is necessary to achieve the specifications.
Figures 7A3(a), (b), and (c) show the impulse response, log magnitude, and approxima
tion error, respectively, for the optimum filter with M = 26, wp = OAn, and Ws = 0.6n.
Figure 7A3(c) shows the unweighted approximation error

rather than the weighted error used in the formulation of the design algorithm. The
weighted error would be identical to Figure 7A3(c), except that the error would be di
vided by 10 in the passband.8 The alternations of the approximation error are clearly in
evidence in Figure 7A3( c). There are seven alternations in the passband and eight in the
stopband, for a total of fifteen alternations. Since L = M/2 for type I (M even) systems,
and M = 26, the minimum number of alternations is (L + 2) = (26/2 + 2) = 15. Thus,
the filter of Figure 7043 is the optimum filter for M = 26, wp = OAn, and Ws = 0.6n.
However, Figure 7A3(c) shows.that the filter fails to meet the original specifications
on passband and stopband error. (The maximum errors in the passband and stopband
are 0.0116 and 0.00116, respectively.) To meet or exceed the specifications, we must
increase M.

The filter response functions for the case M = 27 are shown in Figure 7044. Now
the passband and stopband approximation errors are slightly less than the specified
values. (The maximum errors in the passband and stopband are 0.0092 and 0.00092,
respectively.) In this case there are again seven alternations in the passband and eight
alternations in the stopband, for a total of fifteen. Note that, since M = 27, this is a type
II system, and for type II systems, the order of the implicit approximating polynomial is
L = (M -1)/2 = (27 -1)/2 = 13.Thus, the minimum number of alternations is still 15.
Note also that in the type II case, the system is constrained to have a zero of its system
function at z = -lor w = n. This is clearly shown in Figures 7A4(b) and (c).

SFor frequency-selective filters. the unweighted approximation error also conveniently displays the
passband and stopband behavior, since Ac(eJW) = 1- E(w) in the passband and Ae(eiw) = -E(w) in the
stopband.

The Parks-McClellan algorithm for optimum equiripple approximation of FIR filters
can be used to design a wide variety of such filters. In this section, we give several
examples that illustrate some of the properties of the optimum approximation and
suggest the great flexibility that is afforded by the design method.

Sec. 7.5

7.5 EXAMPLES OF FIR EQUIRIPPLE APPROXIMATION
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Figure 7.43 Optimum type I FIR
lowpass filter for Wp = OAn,
Ws = 0.6n, K = 10, and M = 26.
(a) Impulse response. (b) Log
magnitude of the frequency response.
(c) Approximation error (unweighted).
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If we compare the results of this example with the results of Example 7.8, we
find that the Kaiser window method requires a value M = 38 to meet or exceed the
specifications, while the Parks-McClellan method requires M = 27. This disparity is
accentuated because the window method produces approximately equal maximum er
rors in the passband and stopband, wl'..ile the Parks-McClellan method can weight the
errors differently.

7.5.2 Compensation for Zero-Order Hold

In many cases, a discrete-time filter is designed to be used in a system such as that de
picted in Figure 7.45; i.e., the filter is used to process a sequence of samples x[ n] to obtain
a sequence y[n], which is then the input to a DIA converter and continuous-time lowpass
filter (as an approximation to the ideal D/C converter) used for the reconstruction of a
continuous-time signal Ye(t). Such a system arises as part of a system for discrete-time
filtering of a continuous-time signal, as discussed in Section 4.8. If the D/A converter
holds its output constant for the entire sampling period T, the Fourier transform of the
output Ye(t) is

~(jn) = Hr(jn)Ho(jn)H(ejQT)X(ejQT), (7.106)

where Hr (jn) is the frequency response of an appropriate lowpass reconstruction filter
and
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(; ) _ sin(nT/2) -jQT/2Ho JQ - ----e
Q/2

is the frequency response of the zero-order hold of the D/A converter. (Note that
Hr(jQ) can have unity gain because Ho(jn) has a gain of Tat n ='0.) In Section 4.8.4,
we suggested that compensation for Ho(jQ) could be incorporated into the continuous
time reconstruction filter; i.e., Hr (j n) could be chosen as

-. QT/2 .

Hr(JQ)= . ( ) Hr(jQ) (7.108)sm nT/2

where Hr(jn) is the ideallowpass reconstruction filter ofEq. (4.128) so that the effect of
the discrete-time filter H(ejQT) would be undistorted by the zero-order hold. Another
approach is to build the compensation into the discrete-time filter by designing a filter
H( ejQT) such that

H ejQT) = . nT/2 H(ejQT). (7.109)
( sm(QT/2)

A D/A-compensated lowpass filter can be readily designed by the Parks-McClellan
algorithm if we simply define the desired response as

{ w/2
Hd(ejW) = sin(w/2)' O:s W :S wp, (7.110)

0, Ws ::: W ::: TL

Discrete-time
filter

x[Il] I H(ej,U) I Y[I1]

D/A
converter

HoUO)

f
T

Reconstruction
filter

y DA (I) I HrUO) I yJt)
Figure 7.45 Precompensation of a
discrete-time filter for the effects of a

D/A converter.



Figure 7.46 shows the response functions for such a filter, where the specifications
areagainwp = 0.4][, Ws = 0.6][, 01 = 0.01, and 02 = 0.001. In this case, the specifications
are met with M = 28 rather than M = 27 as in the previous constant-gain case. Thus,
for essentially no penalty, we have incorporated compensation for the D/A converter
into the discrete-time filter so that the effective passband of the filter will be flat. (To
emphasize the sloping nature of the passband, Figure 7.46(c) shows the magnitude
response in the passband, rather than the approximation error, as in the frequency
response plots for the other FIR examples.)

A value of M + 1 = 75 was chosen for the length of the impulse response of the filter.
Figure 7.47 shows the response functions for the resulting filter. Note that the transi
tion region from the second approximation band to the third is no longer monotonic.
However, the use of two local extrema in this unconstrained region does not violate
the alternation theorem. Since M = 74, the filter is a type I system, and the order of
the implicit approximating polynomial is L = MI2 = 74/2 = 37. Thus, the alternation
theorem requires at least L+2 = 39 alternations. It can be readily seen in Figure 7.47(c),
which shows the unweighted approximation error, that there are 13 alternations in each
band, for a total of 39.

Such approximations as shown in Figure 7.47 are optimal in the sense of the alter
nation theorem, but they would probably be unacceptable in a filtering application. In
general, there is no guarantee that the transition regions of a multiband filter will be
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and the error weighting function

7.5.3 Bandpass Filter

Section 7.4 focused entirely on the lowpass optimal FIR, for which there are only two
approximation bands. However, bandpass and bandstop filters require three approx
imation bands. To design such filters, it is necessary to generalize the discussion of
Section 7.4 to the multiband case. This requires that we explore the implications of the
alternation theorem and the properties of the approximating polynomial in the more
general context. First, recall that, as stated, the alternation theorem does not assume
any limit on the number of disjoint approximation intervals. Therefore, the minimum
number of alternations for the optimum approximation is still (L+ 2). However, multi
band filters can have more than (L+ 3) alternations, because there are more band edges.
(Problem 7.57 explores this issue.) This means that some of the statements proved in
Section 7.4.1 are not true in the multiband case. For example, it is not necessary for all
the local maxima or minima of Ae(ej",) to lie inside the approximation intervals. Thus,
local extrema can occur in the transition regions, and the appr~ximation need not be
equiripple in the approximation regions.

To illustrate this, consider the desired response
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7.6 COMMENTS ON IIR AND FIR DISCRETE-TIME FilTERS

monotonic, because the Parks-McClellan algorithm leaves these regions completely
unconstrained. When this kind of response results for a particular choice of the fil
ter parameters, acceptable transition regions can usually be obtained by systematically
changing one or more of the band edge frequencies, the impulse-response length, or
the error-weighting function and redesigning the filter.

510 Filter Design Techniques Chap. 7

This chapter has been concerned with design methods for linear time-invariant discrete
time systems. We have discussed a wide range of methods of designing both infinite
duration and finite-duration impulse-response filters. Questions that naturally arise are:
What type of system is best, IIR or FIR? Why give so many different design methods?
and Which method yields the best results? As in any engineering design problem, it is
generally not possible to give a precise answer as to what is best. We have discussed a
wide variety of methods for both IIR and FIR filters because no single type of filter and
no single design method is best for all circumstances.

The choice between an FIR filter and an IIR filter depends on the importance to
the design problem of the advantages of each type. IIR filters, for example, have the
advantage that a variety of frequency-selective filters can be designed using closed-form
design formulas. That is, once the problem has been specified in terms.appropriate for a
given approximation method (e.g., Butterworth, Chebyshev, or elliptic), then the order
of the filter that will meet the specifications can be computed, and the coefficients (or
poles and zeros) of the discrete-time filter can be obtained by straightforward substi
tution into a set of design equations. This kind of simplicity of the design procedure
makes it feasible to design IIR filters by manual computation if necessary, and it leads
to straightforward noniterative computer programs for IIR filter design. These methods
are limited to frequency-selective filters, and they permit only the magnitude response
to be specified. If other magnitude shapes are desired, or if it is necessary to approximate
a prescribed phase- or group-delay response, an algorithmic procedure will be required.

In contrast, FIR filters can have a precisely (generalized) linear phase. However,
closed-form design equations do not exist for FIR filters. Although the window method
is straightforward to apply, some iteration may be necessary to meet a prescribed spec
ification. The Parks-McClellan algorithm leads to lower order filters than the window
method, does, and both methods can be implemented on a personal computer or a
workstation. Also, the window method and most of the algorithmic methods afford the
possibility of approximating rather arbitrary frequency-response characteristics with
little more difficulty than is encountered in the design of lowpass filters. In addition, the
design problem for FIR filters is much more under control than the IIR design problem,
because of the existence of an optimality theorem for FIR filters that is meaningful in
a wide range of practical situations. Design techniques for FIR filters without linear
phase have been given by Chen and Parks (1987), Parks and Burrus (1987), Schussler
and Steffen (1988), and Karam and McClellan (1995).

Questions of economics also arise in implementing a discrete-time filter. Eco
nomic concerns are usually measured in terms of hardware complexity, chip area, or
computational speed. These factors are more or less directly related to the order of the
filter required to meet a given specification. If we put aside phase considerations, it is

:--
"
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and

III

s2[n] = L h2[k]
k=-oo

11

ProblemsChap. 7

7.1. Consider a causal continuous-time system with impulse response heCt) and system function
s+a

He(s) = .. ~ __.

(a) Use impulse invariance to determine Hl (z) for a discrete-time system such that hI [n] =
he(nT).

(b) Use step invariance to determine H2(Z) for a discrete-time system such that s2[n] =
sc(nT). where

generally true that a given magnitude-response specification can be met most efficiently
with an IIR filter. However, in many cases, the linear phase available with an FIR filter
may be well worth the extra cost, and in applications such as decimation or interpola
tion, FIR filters may be just as efficient as IIR filters. Furthermore, special purpose DSP
micro-computers generally have arithmetic capabilities which are designed for accumu
lating sums of products as required for FIR filters. A detailed consideration of questions
of computational efficiency is given in Rabiner, Kaiser, Herrmann, and Dolan (1974).

Thus, a multitude of trade-offs must be considered in designing a discrete-time
filter. Clearly, the final choice will most often be made by engineering judgment on such
questions as the formulation of the specifications, the method of implementation of the
filter, and the computational facilities and software available for carrying out the design.

In this chapter, we have considered a variety of design techniques for both infinite
duration and finite-duration impulse-response discrete-time filters. Our emphasis was
on the frequency-domain specification of the desired filter characteristics, since this is
most common in practice. Our objective was to give a general picture of the wide range
of possibilities available for discrete-time filter design, while also giving sufficient detail
about some of the techniques so that they may be applied directly, without further
reference to the extensive literature on discrete-time filter design. In the FIR case,
considerable detail was presented on both the window method and tl,1eParks-McClellan
algorithmic method of filter design.

The chapter concluded with some remarks on the choice between the two classes of

digital filters. The main point of that discussion was that the choice is not always clear cut
and may depend on a multitude of factors that are often difficult to quantify or discuss in
general terms. However, it should be clear from this chapter and Chapter 6 that digital
filters are characterized by great flexibility in design and implementation. This flexibility
makes it possible to implement rather sophisticated signal-processing schemes that in
many cases would be difficult, if not impossible, to implement by analog means.

Basic Problems with Answers

I!IIIII

7.7 SUMMARY

a. /~,'"-



(c) Determine the step response SI[n] of system 1 and the impulse response h2[nJ of system
2. Is it true that h2[n J = hI [n J = he(nT)? Is it true that SI [n J = s2[n] = se(nT)?

7.2. A discrete-time lowpass filter is to be designed by applying the impulse invariance method
to a continuous-time Butterworth filter having magnitude-squared function

IH ( 'n)12 1__
e ) - 1+ (n/ne)2N"

The specifications for the discrete-time system are those of Example 7.2, i.e.,

0.89125 S IH(ejW)1 S 1, 0 s Iwl S O.27r,

IH(ejW)1 S 0.17783, O.3Jr S Iwl S Jr.

Assume, as in that example, that aliasing will not be a problem; i.e., design the continuous
time Butterworth filter to meet passband and stopband specifications as determined by the
desired discrete-time filter.

(a) Sketch the tolerance bounds on the magnitude of the frequency response, IHe(jQ)I,

of the continuous-time Butterworth filter such that after application of the impulse
invariance method (i.e., h[ n J = Tdhc(n Td», the resulting discrete-time filter will satisfy
the given design specifications. Do not assume that Td = 1 as in Example 7.2.

(b) Determine the integer order N and the quantity TdQe such that the continuous-time
Butterworth filter exactly meets the specifications determined in Part (a) at the pass
band edge.

(c) Note that if Td = 1, your answer in Part (b) should give the values of Nand Qe obtained
in Example 7.2. Use this observation to determine the system function He(s) for Td # 1
and to argue that the system function H(z) which results from impulse invariance design
with Td # 1 is the same as the result for Td = 1 given by Eq. (7,19).

lli···:.·..·.··. '-',
-,-'
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(P7.3-1)

(P7.3-2)

Filter Design Techniques

We wish to use impulse invariance or the bilinear transformation to design a discrete-time
filter that meets specifications of the following form:

1- 81 S IH(ejW)1 S 1+ 81, 0 S Iwl S wp,

IH(ejW)1 S h Ws S Iwl S Jr.

For historical reasons, most of the design formulas, tables, or charts for continuous-time
filters are normally specified with a peak gain of unity in the passband; i.e.,

1- 61 S IHe(jQ)1 S 1, 0 S IQI S Qp,

IHe(Q)1 S 62, Qs S Inl·

2

H(z) = 1_ e-0.2Z-1

Useful design charts for continuous-time filters specified in this form were given by Rabiner,
Kaiser, Herrmann, and Dolan (1974).
(a) To use such tables and charts to design discrete-time systems with a peak gain of (1 +81),

it is necessary to convert the discrete-time specifications into specifications of the form
ofEq. (P7.3-2). This can be done by dividing the discrete-time specifications by (1 +81)'
Use this approach to obtain an expression for 61 and 62 in terms of 81 and 02.

(b) In Example 7.2, we designed a discrete-time filter with a maximum passband gain of
unity. This filter can be converted to a filter satisfying a set of specifications such as those
in Eq. (P7.3-1) by multiplying by a constant of the form (1 + 8d. Find the required
value of 81 and the corresponding value of 82 for this example, and use Eq. (7.19) to
determine the coefficients of the system function of the new filter.

(c) Repeat Part (b) for the filter in Example 7.3.

The system function of a discrete-time system is

7.3.

7.4.

512
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This specification is to be met by applying the Kaiser window to the ideal real-valued
impulse response associated with the ideal frequency response Hd(ejW) given by

(1, 0 s Iwl S 0.25][,

Hd(ejW) = {o, 0.25Jr slwl S 0.5][,2, 0.5][s Iwl s Jr.

Determine the corresponding specifications on the discrete-time frequency response
HciCejev).

7.8. We wish to design an optimal (Parks-McClellan) zero-phase Type I FIR lowpass filter
with passband frequency wp = O.3Jr and stopband frequency Ws = 0.6Jr with equal error
weighting in the passband and stopband. The impulse response of the desired filter has
length 11; i.e., h[n] = 0 for n < -5 or n > 5. Figure P7.8-1 shows the frequency response
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10.1 S 2][(1000),

10.1 :::: 2][(1100).

o s Iwl S 0.25][,

0.35][ S Iwl S 0.6][,

0.65][ S Iwl s ][.

Os Iwl S 0.2][,
0.3Jr s Iwl S 0.475][,
0525][ s Iwl s ][.

0.99 S IHe(jQ)1 :s 1.01,

IHeUQ)1 S 0.01,

IH(ejW)1 S 0.01,

0.95 S IH(ejW)1 S 1.05,

IH(ejW)1 S 0.01,

0.9 < H(ejW) < 1.1,
-0.06 < H(ejW) < 0.06,

1.9 < H(ejW) < 2.1,

Problems

(a) Assume that this discrete-time filter was designed by the impulse invariance method
with Td = 2; i.e., h[n] = 2he(2n), where he(t) is reaL Find the system function He(s) of
a continuous-time filter that could have been the basis for the design. Is your answer
unique? If not, find another system function He(s).

(b) Assume that H(z) was obtained by the bilinear transform method with Td = 2. Find
the system function He(s) that could have been the basis for the design. Is your answer
unique? If not, find another He(s).

7.5. We wish to use the Kaiser window method to design a discrete-time filter with generalized
linear phase that meets specifications of the following form:

(a) Determine the minimum length (M + 1) of the impulse response and the value of the
Kaiser window parameter fJ for a filter that meets the preceding specifications.

(b) What is the delay of the filter?
(e) Determine the ideal impulse response hd[n] to which the Kaiser window should be

applied.

7.6. We wish to use the Kaiser window method to design a real-valued FIR filter with generalized
linear phase that meets the following specifications:

(a) What is the maximum value of 0 that can be used to meet this specification? What is
the corresponding value of fJ? Clearly explain your reasoning.

(b) What is the maximum value of !'lw that can be used to meet the specification. What is
the corresponding value of M? Clearly explain your reasoning.

7.7. We are interested in implementing a continuous-time LTI lowpass filter HUQ) using the
system shown in Fig. 4.11 when the discrete-time system has frequency response Hd(ejW).

The sampling time T = 10-4 second and the input signal xe(t) is appropriately bandlimited
with Xe(jQ) = 0 for 10.1 :::: 2][(5000).

Let the specifications on IH(jQ)1 be

Chap. 7
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I
-1

0.6 'iT

Radian frequency (w)

0.37J

1.4

1.210.8

~ ~
~ 0.6-
..•.. 0.4

0.20-0.2
0

1.4

1.210.8.f'
0.6~ N~ 0.4

0.20-0.2
0

H(ejW) for two different filters. For each filter, specify how many alternations the filter has,
and state whether it satisfies the alternation theorem as the optimal filter in the minimax
sense meeting the preceding specifications.
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Radian frequency (w) Figure P7.8-1

7.9. Suppose we design a discrete-time filter using the impulse invariance technique with an ideal
continuous-time lowpass filter as a prototype. The prototype filter has a cutoff frequency of
Qe = 2n(1000) radls, and the impulse invariance transformation uses T = 0.2 ms. What is
the cutoff frequency We for the resulting discrete-time filter?

7.10. We wish to design a discrete-time lowpass filter using the bilinear transformation on a
continuous-time ideal lowpass filter. Assume that the continuous-time prototype filter has
cutoff frequency Qc = 2n(20oo) radls and we choose the bilinear transformation parameter
T = 0.4 ms. What is the cutoff frequency We for the resulting discrete-time filter?

7.11. Suppose that we have an ideal discrete-time lowpass filter with cutoff frequency We = n/4.
In addition, we are told that this filter resulted from applying impulse invariance to a
continuous-time prototype lowpass filter using T = 0.1 ms. What was the cutoff frequency
Qe for the prototype continuous-time filter?

7.12. An ideal discrete-time high pass filter with cutoff frequency (Ve = n/2 was designed using the
bilinear transformation with T = 1 ms. What was the cutoff frequency Qe for the prototype
continuous-time ideal highpass filter?

.,



by applying a Kaiser window to the impulse response hd[n] for the ideal discrete-time
lowpass filter with cutoff We = 0.64n. Find the values of f3 and M required to satisfy this
specification. '

7.17. Suppose that we wish to design a bandpass filter satisfying the following specification:

7.13. An ideal discrete-time lowpass filter with cutoff frequency We = 2Jr/5 was designed using
impulse invariance from an ideal continuous-time lowpass filter with cutoff frequency ne =
2Jr( 4000) rad/s. What was the value of T? Is this value unique? If not, find another value
of T consistent with the information given.

7.14. The bilinear transformation is used to design an ideal discrete-time lowpass filter with cutoff
frequency We = 3Jr/5 from an ideal continuous-time lowpass filter with cutoff frequency
ne = 2Jr(300) rad/s. Give a choice for the parameter T that is consistent with this in
formation. Is this choice unique? If not, give another choice which is consistent with the
information.

7.15. We wish to design an FIR lowpass filter satisfying the specifications

0.95 < H(ejW) < 1.05, 0::; Iwi ::; 0.25n,

-0.1 < H(ejW) < 0.1, 0.35n ::; Iwl ::; Jr,

by applying a window w[n] to the impulse response hd[n] for the ideal discrete-time lowpass
filter with cutoff We = 0.3Jr. Which of the windows listed in Section 7.2.1 can be used to
meet this specification? For each window that you claim will satisfy this specification, give
the minimum length M + 1 required for the filter.

7.16. We wish to design an FIR lowpass filter satisfying the specifications

.,
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0::; Iwl ::; O.h,

0.3n ::; Iwl ::; O.h,

0.75n ::; Iwl ::; n.

0::; Iwl ::; 0.63Jr,

0.65Jr ::; Iwl ::; Jr,

0.98 < H(ejW) < 1.02,

-0.15 < H(ejW) < 0.15,

-0.02 < IH(ejW)1 < 0.02,

0.95 < IH(ejW)1 < 1.05,

-0.001 < IH(ejW)1 < 0.001,

Problems

The filter will be designed by applying impulse invariance with T = 5 ms to a prototype
continuous-time filter. State the specifications that should be used to design the prototype
continuous-time filter.

7.18. Suppose that we wish to design a high pass filter satisfying the following specification:

-0.04 < IH(ejW)1 < 0.04, 0::; Iwl ::; 0.2n,

0.995 < IH(ejW)1 < 1.005, 0.3n ::; Iwl ::; Jr.

The filter will be designed using the bilinear transformation and T = 2 ms with a prototype
continuous-time filter. State the specifications that should be used to design the prototype
continuous-time filter to ensure that the specifications for the discrete-time filter are met.

7.19. We wish to design a discrete-time ideal bandpass filter that has a passband Jr/4 ::; w::; Jr/2
by applying impulse in variance to an ideal continuous-time bandpass filter with passband
2Jr(300) ::; n ::;2Jr(600). Specify a choice for T that will produce the desired filter. Is your
choice of T unique?

7.20. Specify whether the following statement is true or false. Justify your answer.

Statement: If the bilinear transformation is used to transform a continuous-time all

pass system to a discrete-time system, the resulting discrete-time system will also be
an all-pass system.

Chap. 7
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Basic Problems
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7.21. Suppose that we are given a continuous-time lowpass filter with frequency response HeU w)
such that

1- 81 S IHeun)1 S 1+ 81,

IHeun)1 S h
Inl s np,

Inl ~ ns·

A set of discrete-time lowpass filters can be obtained from He(s) by using the bilinear
transformation, i.e.,

with Td variable.

(a) Assuming that np is fixed, find the value of Td such that the corresponding passband
cutoff frequency for the discrete-time system is wp = JT: /2.

(b) With np fixed, sketch wp as a function of 0 < Td < 00.
(c) With both np and ns fixed, sketch the transition region 6.w = (ws - wp) as a function

ofa < Td < 00.

7.22. Consider a continuous-time system with system function

1
Be(s) = -.

S

This system is called an integrator, since the output Ye(t) is related to the input xe(t) by

Ye(t) =1~xe(r)dr.

Suppose a discrete-time system is obtained by applying the bilinear transformation to He(s).

(a) What is the system function H(z) of the resulting discrete-time system? What is the
impulse response h[n]?

(b) If x[n] is the input and y[n] is the output of the resulting discrete-time system, write
the difference equation that is satisfied by the input and output. What problems do you
anticipate in implementing the discrete-time system using this difference equation?

(c) Obtain an expression for the frequency response B(eiw) of the system. Sketch the
magnitude and phase of the discrete-time system for a s Iwl s JT:. Compare them with
the magnitude and phase of the frequency response Heun) of the continuous-time
integrator. Under what conditions could the discrete-time "integrator" be considered
a good approximation to the continuous-time integrator?

Now consider a continuous-time system with system function

Ge(S) = s.

This system is called a differentiator, since the output is the derivative of the input. Suppose
a discrete-time system is obtained by applying the bilinear transformation to Ge(s).
(d) What is the system function G(z) of the resulting discrete-time system? What is the

impulse response g[n]?
(e) Obtain an expression for the frequency response G(eiw) of the system. Sketch the

magnitude and phase of the discrete-time system for a s Iwl s JT:. Compare them
with the magnitude and phase of the frequency response Geun) of the continuous
time differentiator. Under what conditions could the discrete-time "differentia tor" be

considered a good approximation to the continuous-time differentiator?
(f) The continuous-time integrator and differentiator are exact inverses of one another. Is

the same true of their discrete-time approximations?
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7.23. A continuous-time filter with impulse response hc(t) and frequency-response magnitude
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Istl < lOn,
Istl > lOn,

I
I

Ideal
hl[n] or h2[n]

Ideal

C/D HI(z) or H2(z)

DIC

xc(t) I
converter converterI yc(t)

I
I

ProblemsChap. 7

------------------------------------,
I

H2(Z) = Hc(s)!s=(I_r1)/(1+r1)"

Plot the magnitude of the overall effective frequency response HeffUst) when this
discrete-time system is used in Figure P7.23-l.

is to be used as the prototype for the design of a discrete-time filter. The resulting discrete
time system is to be used in the configuration of Figure P7.23-l to filter the continuous-time
signal xc(t).

Advanced Problems

7.24. Assume that Hc(s) has an rth-order pole at S = So, so that Hc(s) can be expressed as.

L-----t------------------------t-----:
T = 10-4 S HeffUD) T = 10-4 s

Figure P7.23-1

(a) A discrete-time system with impulse response hI [n] and system function HI (z) is ob
tained from the prototype continuous-time system by impulse invariance with Td =
0.01; i.e., hl[n] = O.01hc(O.Oln). Plot the magnitude of the overall effective frequency
response Heff(jst) = Yc(jst)/ Xc (j st) when this discrete-time system is used in Fig
ure P7 .23-l.

(b) Alternatively, suppose that a discrete-time system with impulse response h2[n] and
system function H2(z) is obtained from the prototype continuous-time system by the
bilinear transformation with Td = 2; i.e.,

where Gc(s) has only first-order poles. Assume Hc(s) is causal.
(a) Give a formula for determining the constants Ak from Hc(s).

(b) Obtain an expression for the impulse response hc(t) in terms of So andgc(t), the inverse
Laplace transform of Gc(s).

7.25. Impulse invariance and the bilinear transformation are two methods for designing discrete
time filters. Both methods transform a continuous-time system function Hc(s) into a
discrete-time system function H(z). Answer the following questions by indicating which
method(s) will yield the desired result:
(a) A minimum-phase continuous-time system has all its poles and zeros in the left-half

s-plane. If a minimum-phase continuous-time system is transformed into a discrete
time system, which method(s) will result in a minimum-phase discrete-time system?
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(b) If the continuous-time system is an all-pass system, its poles will be at locations Sk in the
left-half s-plane, and its zeros will be at corresponding locations -Sk in the right-half
s-plane. Which design methodes) will result in an all-pass discrete-time system?

(c) Which design methodes) will guarantee that

H(ejW)lw=o = He(jQ)ln=o?

(d) If the contin.uous-time system is a bandstop filter, which method(s) will result in a
discrete-time bandstop filter?

(e) Suppose that Hl(Z), H2(z), and H(z) are transformed versions of Hc1(S), He2(S), and
He(s), respectively. Which design methodes) will guarantee that H(z) = Hl(z)H2(z)

whenever He(s) = Hc1(S)He2(S)? -".i:
(f) Suppose that Hl(z), H2(Z), and H(z) are transformed versions of Hc1(S), He2(S), and

He(s), respectively. Which design methodes) will guarantee that H(z) = Hl (z) + H2(z)
whenever He(s) = Hc1(S) + He2(S)?

(g) Assume that two continuous-time system functions satisfy the condition

Hc1(jQ) _ {e-j:rr/2, Q > 0,He2(jQ) - ej:rr/2, Q < O.

If Hl(Z) and H2(Z) are transformed versions of Hc1(S) and He2(s), respectively, which
design methodes) will result in discrete-time systems such that

Hl(ejW) {e-j:rr/2, 0 < w < n,H2(ejw) = ej:rr/2, -n < w < O?

(Such systems are called "90-degree phase splitters.")

7.26. A discrete-time filter with system function H(z) is designed by tran~forming a continuous
time filter with system function He(s). It is desired that

H(ejW)lw=o = He(jQ)ln=o'

(a) Could this condition hold for a filter designed by impulse invariance? If so, what con
dition(s), if any, would He(jQ) have to satisfy?

(b) Could the condition hold for a filter designed using the bilinear transformation? If so,
what conditions, if any, would He(jQ) have to satisfy?

7.27. Suppose that we are given an ideallowDass discrete-time filter with frequency response

H(ejW) = {I, Iwl < n/4,0, n/4 < Iwl ::: n.

We wish to derive new filters from this prototype by manipulations of the impulse response
h[n].

(a) Plot the frequency response Hl(ejW) for the system whose impulse response is hl[n] =
h[Zn].

(b) Plot the frequency response H2(ejW) for the system whose impulse response is

h [n] = {h[n/Z], n = 0, =:cZ, ±4, ... ,2 0, otherwise.

(c) Plot the frequency response H3(ejW) for the system whose impulse response is h3[n] =
ejrrnh[n] = (-1)nh[Il].

Consider a continuous-time lowpass filter He(s) with passband and stopband specifications7.28.

1-81 :::IHc(jQ)I::: 1+81.

IHc(jQ)1 ::: h
IQI :::QI"

Q,.::: jQI·



7.29. A discrete-time system with system function H( Z) and impulse response h[ n] has frequency
response
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y[n]

Figure P7.28-1

Problems

x[n]

H2(Z) = Hc(s)ls=C1+C1)!Cl_C1)"

(a) Determine a relationship between the passband cutoff frequency Qp of the continuous
time lowpass filter and the passband cutoff frequency Wpl of the discrete-time lowpass
filter.

(b) Determine a relationship between the passband cutoff frequency Q p of the continuous
time lowpass filter and the passband cutoff frequency Wp2 of the discrete-time highpass
filter.

(c) Determine a relationship between the passband cutoff frequency Wpl of the discrete
time lowpass filter and the passband cutoff frequency Wp2 of the discrete-time highpass
filter.

(d) The network in Figure P7.28-1 depicts an implementation of the discrete-time lowpass
filter with system function Hl (z). The coefficients A, B, C, and D are real. How should
these coefficients be modified to obtain a network that implements the discrete-time
highpass filter with system function H2(Z)?

H(ejo) = {A, 181 < 8c.0, Bc<IBlsJr,

where 0 < Bc < Jr. This filter is transformed into anewfilter by the transformation Z = _Z2;

I.e.,

This filter is transformed to a lowpass discrete-time filter Hl(Z) by the transformation

Hl(z) = Hc(s)ls=Cl_C1)/Cl+C1)'

and the same continuous-time filter is transformed to a highpass discrete-time filter by the
transformation

Hl(z) = H(Z)lz=_z2 = H(_Z2).

(a) Obtain a relationship between the frequency variable B for the original lowpass system
H(Z) and the frequency variable W for the new system Hl(z).

(b) Sketch and carefully label the frequency response Hl(ejW) for the new filter.
(c) Obtain a relationship expressing hl [n J in terms of h[n J.

(d) Assume that H(Z) can be realized by the set of difference equations

g[n] = x[n] - a]g[n -1] - bl f[n - 2].

f[nJ = a2g[n - 1] + b2f[n - IJ.

y[n] = Cl f[nJ - czg[n - IJ.

Chap. 7



where x[n] is the input and y[n] is the output of the system. Determine a set of difference
equations that will realize the transformed system H1(z) = H( -Z2).

7.30. Consider designing a discrete-time filter with system function H(z) from a continuous-time
filter with rational system function Hc(s) by the transformation

H(z) = Hc(s) IS=,8[(l-ra)!(1+ra)]'

where Ct is a nonzero integer and f3 is real.
(a) If Ct > 0, for what values of f3 does a stable, causal continuous-time filter with rational

Hc(s) always lead to a stable, causal discrete-time filter with rational H(z)?

(b) If Ct < 0, for what values of f3 does a stable, causal continuous-time filter with rational
Hc(s) always lead to a stable, causal discrete-time filter with rational H(z)?

(c) For Ct = 2 and f3 = 1, determine to what contour in the z-plane the jQ-axis of the
s-plane maps.

(d) Suppose that the continuous-time filter is a stable lowpass filter with passband frequency
response such that

•
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r

~f,L
for IQI::: 1.

If the discrete-time system H(z) is obtained by the transformation set forth at the
beginning of this problem, with Ct = 2 and f3 = 1, determine the values of w in the
intervaljw! ::: n for which

7.31. A discrete-time highpass filter can be obtained from a continuous-time lowpass filter by
the following transformation:

H(z) = Hc(s)!s=[(1+r1)!(1_r1»)"

(a) Show that this transformation maps the jQ-axis of the s-plane onto the unit circle of
the z-plane.

(b) Show that if Hc(s) is a rational function with all its poles inside the left-half s-plane,
then H(z) will be a rational function with all its poles inside the unit circle of the z-plane.

(c) Suppose a desired highpass discrete-time filter has specifications

IH(ejW)1 ::: 0.01. Iwl::: n/3,

0.95::: IH(ejW)1 ::: 1.05, n/2::: Iwl ::: n.

Determine the specifications on the continuous-time lowpass filter so that the desired
high pass discrete-time filter results from the transformation specified at the beginning
of this problem.

7.32. Let hd[n] denote the impulse response of an ideal desired system with corresponding fre
quency response Hd(ejW), and let h[n] and H(ejW) denote the impulse response and fre
quency response, respectively, of an FIR approximation to the ideal system. Assume that
h[n] = 0 for n < 0 and n > M. We wish to choose the (M + 1) samples of the impulse
response so as to minimize the mean-square error of the frequency response defined as

(a) Use Parseval's relation to express the error function in terms of the sequences hcl[nJ

and h[n].
(b) Using the result of Part (a), determine the valuesofh[n] forO ::: n::: Mthatminimizec:2•

------------------ ------



w[n] = [A+ Bcos(2Jrn/ M) + C cos(4Jrn/ M)]wR[n],

(b) It can easily be seen that the (M + I)-point raised-cosine windows defined by
Eqs. (7.47c)-(7.47e) can all be expressed in the form
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for M odd.

for M even,

Problems

Ws(ejW) = e-jwM/2(2/M) (sin[W.(M + 1)/4]) (sin[W(M -1)/4])sm(w/2) sin(w/2)

or

Chap. 7

(c) The FIR filter determined in Part (b) could have been obtained by a windowing oper
ation. That is, h[n] could have been obtained by multiplying the desired infinite-length
sequence hd[n] by a certain finite-length sequence w[n]. Determine the necessary win
dow w[n] such that the optimal impulse response is h[n] = w[n]hd[n].

7.33. An ideal discrete-time Hilbert transformer is a system that introduces -90 degrees
(-Jr /2 radians) of phase shift for 0 < W < Jr and +90 degrees (+Jr /2 radians) of phase
shift for -Jr < W < O. The magnitude of the frequency response is constant (unity) for
o < W < Jr and for -Jr < W < O.Such systems are also called ideal90-degree phase shifters.
(a) Give an equation for the ideal frequency response Hd(ejW) of an ideal discrete-time

Hilbert transformer that also includes constant (nonzero) group delay. Plot the phase
response of this system for -Jr < W < Jr.

(b) What type(s) of FIR linear-phase systems (I, II, III, or IV) can be used to approximate
the ideal Hilbert transformer in Part (a)?

(c) Suppose that we wish to use the window method to design a linear-phase approximation
to the ideal Hilbert transformer. Use Hd(ejW) given in Part (a) to determine the ideal
impulse response hd[n] if the FIR system is to be such that h[n] = 0 for n < 0 and
n> M.

(d) What is the delay of the system if M = 21? Sketch the magnitude of the frequency
response of the FIR approximation for this case, assuming a rectangular window.

(e) What is the delay of the system if M = 20? Sketch the magnitude of the frequency
response of the FIR approximation for this case, assuming a rectangular window.

7.34. The commonly used windows presented in Section 7.2.1 can all be expressed in terms of
rectangular windows. This fact can be used to obtain expressions for the Fourier transforms
of the Bartlett window and the raised-cosine family of windows, which includes the Hanning,
Hamming, and Blackman windows.
(a) Show that the (M + 1)-point Bartlett window, defined by Eq. (7 .47b), can be expressed

as the convolution of two smaller rectangular windows. Use this fact to show that the
Fourier transform of the (M + I)-point Bartlett window is

where W R[n] is an (M + I)-point rectangular window. Use this relation to find the
Fourier transform of the general raised-cosine window.

(c) Using appropriate choices for A, B, and C and the result determined in Part (b), sketch
the magnitude of the Fourier transform of the Hanning window.

7.35. Consider the following ideal frequency response for a multiband filter:

{ e-jwM/2. 0 ::: Iwi < 0.3Jr,
H,,(ejW) = 0, 0.3Jr < Iwi < 0.6Jr.

O.Se- jwM/~ , 0.6Jr < Iwi ::: Jr.



r]
1':1
i':J

7.36. An optimal equiripple FIR linear-phase filter was designed by the Parks-McClellan algo
rithm. The magnitude of its frequency response is shown in Figure P7.36-1. The maximum
approximation error in the passband is 81 = 0.0531, and the maximum approximation error
in the stopband is 02 = 0.085. The passband and stopband cutofffrequencies are wp = OAn
and Ws = 0.58n.

~~..if

,~f'
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Figure P7.36-1
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O.41T O.587T

Radian frequency (w)

o

0.2

B-81:S IH(ejW)I:S B+81,

IH(ejW)1 :S h
C - 83 :S IH(ejW)1 :S C + 83,

The impulse response hd[n] is multiplied by a Kaiser window with M = 48 and f3 = 3.68,
resulting in a linear-phase FIR system with impulse response h[n].
(a) What is the delay of the filter?
(b) Determine the ideal impulse response hd[n].

(c) Determine the set of approximation error specifications that is satisfied by the FIR
filter; i.e., determine the parameters 81, 82, 83, B, C, Wpl, Wsl, Ws2, and Wp2 in

0.8

1.2

0.4

1.0
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(a) What type (1, II, III, or IV) of linear-phase system is this? Explain how you can tell.
(b) What was the error-weighting function W(w) that was used in the optimization?
(c) Carefully sketch the weighted approximation error; i.e., sketch

..'m',

(Note that Figure P7.36-1 shows IAe(ejW)I.)

(d) What is the length of the impulse response of the system?
(e) If this system is causal, what is the smallest delay that it can have?
(f) Plot the zeros of the system function H(z) as accurately as you can in the z-plane.

7.37. The frequency response of a desired filter hd[n] is shown in Figure P7.37-1.In this problem,
we wish to design an N-point causal linear-phase FIR filter h[n] that minimizes the integral
squared error



·Il

~
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w

Figure P7.37-122

Problems

where the frequency response of the filter h[n] is

Hd(ejW) = A(ejW)e-jw(N-l)/2

Chap. 7

This amplitude function is the optimal (in the Parks-McClellan sense) approximation to
unity in the band 0 ~ W ~ wp, where wp = O.27n, and the optimal approximation to zero
in the band Ws ~ W ~ n, where Ws = OAn.
(a) What is the value of M?

Suppose now that a highpass filter is derived from this lowpass filter by defining

hHP[n] = (-lr+1hLP[n] = -ejJTnhLP[n].

(b) Show that the resulting frequency response is of the form HHP(eiw) = Be(eiw)e-jwlvl/2.

(c) Sketch Be(ejW) for 0 ~ (I) ~ IT.

(d) It is asserted that for the given value of 1\1 (as found in Part (a)). the resulting highpass
filter is the optimum approximation to zero in the band 0 ~ w ~ a.6n and to unity in
the band O.73n ~ w ~ IT. Is this assertion correct? Justify your answer.

Figure P7.38-1

and N is an odd integer.
(a) Determine hd[n].

(b) What symmetry should hd[n] have in the range 0 ~ n ~ N - I? Briefly explain your
reasonmg.

(c) Determine hd[n] in the range 0 ~ n ~ N - l.
(d) Determine an expression for the minimum integral-squared error E as a function of

hd[n] and N.

7.38. Consider a type I linear-phase FIR lowpass filter with impulse response hLP[n] of length
(M + 1) and frequency response

HLP(ejW) = Ae(ejw)e-jwM/2.

The system has the amplitude function Ae(ejW) shown in Figure P7.38-l..



Extension Problems

He(jQ) = A(Q)e-jQcx,

where A(Q) is purely real. Would the resulting discrete-time filter also have a constant
group delay? Explain your reasoning.

7.39. Design a three-point optimal (in the minimax sense) causallowpass filter with Ws = nj2,
wp = nj3, and K = 1. Specify the impulse response h[n] of the filter you design. Note:

cos(n j2) = 0 and cos(n j3) = 0.5.

7.40. Filter C is a stable continuous-time IIR filter with system function He(s) and impulse
response he(t). Filter Bis a stable discrete-time filter with system function Hb(Z) and impulse
response hb [n]. Filter B is related to filter C through the bilinear transformation. Determine
whether the following statement is true or false. If it is true, state your reasoning. If it is
false, demonstrate with a counterexample.

Statement: Filter B cannot be an FIR filter.

7.41. Suppose that a discrete-time filter is obtained from a prototype continuous-time filter He(s)

by bilinear transformation. Furthermore, assume that the continuous-time filter has a con
stant group delay; i.e.,
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7.42. If a linear time-invariant continuous-time system has a rational system function, then its
input and output satisfy an ordinary linear differential equation with constant coefficients.
A standard procedure in the simulation of such systems is to use finite-difference approxi
mations to the derivatives in the differential equations. In particular, since, for continuous
differentiable functions Ye(t),

dYe(t) = lim [Ye(t) - Ye(t - T)] ,dt T-+O T

it seems plausible that if T is "small enough," we should obtain a good approximation if we
replace dYe(t)jdt by [Ye(t) - Ye(t - T))jT.

While this simple approach may be useful for simulating continuous-time systems, it is
not generally a useful method for designing discrete-time systems for filtering applications.
To understand the effect of approximating differential equations by difference equations, it
is helpful to consider a specific example. Assume that the system function of a continuous
time system is

A
He(s) = S + e'

where A and e are constants.

(a) Show that the input xe(t) and the output Ye(t) of the system satisfy the differential
equation

dYe(t)
-- + eYe(t) = Axe(t).dt

(b) Evaluate the differential equation at t =nT, and substitute

dYe(t) I ~ Ye(nT) - Ye(nT - T)dt l=nT T

i.e., replace the first derivative by the first backward difference.
(c) Define x[n) = xe(n T) and y[n) = Ye(nT). With this notation and the result of Part (b),

obtain a difference equation relating x[n] and y[n], and determine the system function
H(z) = Y(z)j X(z) of the resulting discrete-time system.


